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STATEMENT OF THB PKOBLBM
Two lac tors are crucial in the selection of men Tor
appointment or promotion to positions Involvln^^ supervisory
responsibilities. One is the man<B teclinical ability^ and
the other is his ability as a leader and manager. The Xlrst
ol these is comparatively easy to determine. Observation of
his work, his production record, his record o£ errors and
other statistical Inlormatlon that will be available in the
particular situation lurnish reliable ^uloes. In addition,
he ean be tested through perlormanoe tests and written tests
which Indicate whether the candidate has the required
knowledge or skill.
The second factor presents problems for which there
is no such easy solution. The ability of the selector or
selectors to observe and measure the qualifications of the
an accurately with respect to leadership will materially
aXfect the operating, efficiency of the organisation as a
whole, once tne nan is selected and put into the new situa-
tion. It is with tills second factor, and the metliOds used
by Industry and the Navy to determine its measurement that
this work is concerned.
A simple illustration, of an extreme character, tiiouch
at a low level of responsibility, will Illustrate the
- 1 -

2Importance of taking the leadership factor Into full account
beXore a promotion is mace* This eiiiall be oalled the case
study of *5eaman X»*
1
The Havy procedure for promotion in effect at the
time covered in this case was briefly as follows: As the
need arose, the Bureau of Naval Personnel auUiorized the ap-
propriate oosBsanders in various areas to prepare and adminis-
ter examinations for advancement in ratin^^s. The area
eoMsanders in turn requested the individual commanding offi-
cers in ships anc stations to submit names of persons recom-
•nded for advancement in rate, and who were eligible from the
standpoint of length of service and other considerations at
the time that the ratin^ examinations were t,iven« After the
muDMS were submitted to the area coaimanders, examinations
were prepared and distributed. These excuninations were then
administered on the same date tlirou^^hout the fleet. The
examinations were then marked by the oXf icers attached to the
ship or station and the examination ^.rade was combined with
two other factors, total naval service, and length of service
in the present ^rade, to provide a wei^ted over-all ^rade
for each candidate. The candidate 's grade was then compared
with Uie grades ol all other cancidates for the promotion
grade and a list was published indicating the relative
Since changed. See Chapter III.

standing ^^ ^^® euccessful candidatee by rate throug^hout the
rx«dt, A8 vacancies In the ratos occurred, the coxnoianding
oiricers were authorised to promote the men. The conananding
officer then haci Uiree opportunities to review ana approve,
or disapprove, a man Xor a rate telore the linal rate was
eflected. (X) l^hen the man was lirat recoiaciended Xor the
test; (2) When the man was allowed to take the test; and
(3) V^nen the vacancy occurred and the aavaricement was
authorised.
This authority was vested in the conunandin^ oflicor,
but in actuality, exceptin^^ in unusual cases, the determina-
tion oi advancement rested with the executive oXficer, who is
the corojumdin^ oflicer's uirect representative, and is
responsible Xor the actual training and promotion of enlisted
personnel. So, in Xact, the cofiuaandin^;, oXficer mi^ht be un-
aware oX tne promotion oX any individual man until the pro-
motion come to him Xor signature. Even then, unless he has
had an opportunity to observe the man workings* ^^^ would rely
on the advice of the executive oXficer. The reoousmendation
for promotion however, must come to tne Executive Officer
from the Division Officer via the Head oX Department
concerned.
In 19i|.d, 'Feaman >. * , a^ed 22, was attached to a
destroyer with the United rtates Pacific Fleet. He was a
member of the depcurtment concerned with the operation of the
radars of the ship, and as such was considered a qualified

radar operator. H© was juet completing four years of service
In the Havy and was considering;^ re-enlisting Xor another tour
o£ auty. *Seaman >' * had an intellie^ence teut score sufficient'
ly above average to permit him to have been sent to radar
school and satisfactorily complete the course lor radariuan.
His shipboard record in other respects was, up to the period
in question, average.
The duties of * Seaman X* placed him in an operating
space-Combat Information Center-which is, in battle, directly
under the supervision and operational control of the Execu-
2
tive OfX'icer, so this Officer Jtuid ample opportunity to
observe his perforioance personally.
In April, 1943, in accordance with current directives,
t&eaman X' was recoimaended as a oandioate for the examination
for petty ol fleer third class (radarman) by his division
Officer. With the approval oi tne Head of Department, the
i:/ivision Officer made Uiis reoononendation directly to the
Executive Officer, who demurred on the basis that ^Seaman X*
was not carrying his full load in the organisation and tli&t
even thou^^h professionally qualified, he had not demonstrated
sufficient leadership qualities. After several conierences
on Uie subject, it was decided to recoimnend 'Searoan X* and




WAS taken with the idea Lhat if 'feaman X*8* leadership per-
lormance did not Improve It would still not be too late to
4llsapprove a promotion, (peainan X* was in^oxwed ot the de-
cision ol tlie Executive ori'icer and the Division Officer by
Uie Division OXIicer, and he was told the subetance or the
conversation between the two oi fie ere in order that he mi^^ht
have an opportunity to improve his performance before any
promotions were made.
The examinations were received and administered and
as had been expected *reaman X' did quite well in the exami-
nation and his name was submitted for promotion. At this
time, *Feaman X« re-enlisted for an additional four years.
While his performance was satisfactory, there was no
apparent improvement in his leadership perfoxnnance. In tixe
course of time, the Executive Officer found himself con-
fronted with the authorization to promote Teaman X» but had
grave misgivings as to the advisability of such a step.
After lurther conlerences with th© commanding Officer, the
Head of I epartment, and th© division Officer, it was decided
that possibly the additional responsibility of the rate
would encourage a better perlormance, and 'Feaman X» was
promoted.
The ideal ending for this story would be that *Feaman
X* became an indispensable part of the organization. Un<>
fortunately, as is too often the case, this was not true.

The added authority aa a supervisor laeant only to * Seaman X»
that hereafter scHaeone else would have to do the work, and
he rapidly became a burden to the organization. Conferences
with the man and advice and warnings from the Division
Officer and the Executive Officer did not seem to change the
•ltuation» and his poor performance soon came to the atten*
tlon of the Commanding Officer. A few months later when the
newly promoted petty officer became Involved In a fight
ashoret (as could be expected and predicted) the Commanding
Ofi leer took the opportunity to revoke the rating and return
the man to his seaman's status. *5'e«is«n X* then felt that
the *world was aj^alnet him,* and despite further conferences
and consultations with his officers and leading petty
offleers y his ease progressed to the point where he made
several vague threats, and was sent to a hospital for
psychiatric observation. Tlie results of this observation
were^ in the opinion of the raedical officers concerned* that
»»Peaman X» is aware of his shortcomings, and oi the responsi-
bilities he faces, and It is recommended that he be allowed
to work the situation out for himself, « The man's final
solution was to go Absent Without Leave during his transit to
a new command, with the avowed purpose of forcing the Navy to
fclve him a Dishonorable Discimrge.*^
3
Inforrnation for Uils case study taken irom tlie eervlce
record (name confidential) on file at the Bureau of Haval
Persormel, Navy Department, «Vashin<iton, D.C.

This atory is only too clear in Its Implications; it
presents a case oi poor selection anci tlie subsequent results
leave much to be desired* The Executive Officer erred in
allowing the promotion in the ilrst place* ana from that
sta^e on, the course of events progressed to an inevitable
conclusion. While this case represents the unusual, in its
ultimate outcome, there are many cases where unhappiness has
resulted from inadequate selection methods*
The scope of this study has been further narrovftd.
down to consideration ol the original selection for positions
involvin^^ the primary exercise of leadership, that is, the
process ol selecting to secure candidates for the first Job
or step above the worker level, wtiere leadership is required.
At this level a critical decision is made both from the
organi£atlon*s and from the employee *s viewpoints, h* C.
Oberdahn, t/irector of 'iralnint ana Xestinfe for the Calco
Chemical Division, Air.erlcan Cyanimid Company, in discus sin^;;
selection methods, and particularly the method of advancing
the best operator without consideration of the leadership
factor states: "In every case we lost an outstanding
mechanic or operator, and only occasionally, with this method
of selection, aid we lind a ^^ood foreman."^
^,. C. Oberdalin, "Ort,anizin£ for Supervisory and
Executive Training," Personnel Feries No. k] (Hew York
City, American Management Association, 1^177 p. 15*

8The orltilnal selection Is oven more ci'ltlcal In the
Kavy since it is not possible to demote a man once he is
selected^ eii^ly on ttie basis that he does not aemonstrate
exceptional, or even averai;^e leaaersliip qualities* BeXore
demoi.ion can occur the man must be demonstrably well below
average, and the Judgment of the commanding officer in
ei'fectin£^ such a reduction must be substantiated* F^urther,
such errors in orifc^inal appointments or promotions to posi-
tions involving leadership responsibilities often have a
cumulative result, or at least a continuing detrimental
effect on the naval or^euiization. This is because of special
Navy personnel policies, to be discussed in the following
parat,raphs, that by their very nature and requirements are
not subject to change*
Ihere are factors of personnel policy peculiar to the
Kavy which are not present in Industry* Such problemis make
Uie job of proper and satisfactory selection in the Kavy
more acute* These factors are: (1) Permanent tenure;
(2} Universal rate structure throu^^hout the Kavy; (3) A
unique system of rotation and transfer from job to job;
(k) A promotion policy based on a career concept and the
idea that promotion must follow continued service in order to
insure adequate income; (5) The individuality of each
5
Bureau ol Naval Personnel, Bureau of Kaval Personnel
pairoal (Waahlni^ton, D.C*, GPO, 19i|.8), Art* C-7211, p. lli.9.

eoramand within tho Kavy as & whole.
Permanent Tenure » By porreanent tenure is meant the
period ol employment in the Navy is agreed upon in advance by
contractual arrangement between the enlistee and the govern-
ment and is usually lor a term ol four or six years* The
Havy is committed to accept the man for re-enlistment unless
there is record ol s(Hne specil^lo misconduct or impaired
health on iiis part, ^hile the commandini^ oilicer is author^
ized to, and soraetimes does, reluse to re-enlist a man at the
expiration ol his enlistment, it is seldom done solely be-
cause he has not snown leadership potential. In addition,
once the man is enlisted, or re-enlisted, he is with tho
organisation lor tJt^e irull time apeciliod, regardless of pro-
motion or lack ol it*
Universal Fta to rtructure Tlirow^hout U\e Ijavy. The
lavy non-commisaioned supervisory system is composed oX lour
skill levels ol enlisted ratint^s, all known as petty ollioers,
and proi;,ressint^ from tziird class to second class to first
class and to chief petty oil leer. There are approximately
sixty general service ratin^^s at each skill level. A rating
is defined as a "...naiso given to an occupation which re-
quires, basically, related aptitudes, trainin^^, experience,
knowledge, and skills... •" A general service rating is
Bureau ol Naval Personnel, Manual of Qual if ica 11one
lor iidvancement in Haling (Vtasnin^jton, L.C, OPO, Feb. l^U^
Rev is ion), p. ilTT
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'*»..a peacetime occupation which encon^asses a broad and
compreiiensive occupational area. In peacetime, this is th©
rating hold by personnol on active duty in the regular
Havy,..."^
IliuSf tliQ rate of machinist's riate^ taird class, is
•xpected to indicate, within individual dilference^, the
same level ol skill, and the same leadership ability, U^ough'
out the Naval establisliment., so that in thoo2?y, such a rated
man could be sent to any situation where the services o£ a
nan oX thia rating were needed, and the Job there could be
satisfactorily lilled by his:.
Potation and Transfer of Personnel System ; \^hile th«
policy oi txia Navy Lepartment is to attempt to maintain
stability ol personnel in the enlisted ranks, tlie fluctuating
demands often made upon the operating forces of the Kavy by
circumstances beyond the control of the organization itself,
the chan^^ine^ policy with regard to size and composition of
the Navy and the necessity to rotate personnel between ship
and shore assi^/nments all make it extremely difficult to keep
enlisted personnel on the same ship or duty station for long
periods of time. Thus a man may be rated on one ship, and
soon therealter be transferred to another command, either at





CoB»)anding orilcer ol the station concerned* As men are
trained and advanced in ratings ^ an excess in the hi^or
ratings on one ship or station may arise olten depending on
the eXriciency oX tne incividual training system, and those
in excess oX an autiiorized allowance ol personnel are subject
to transfer to another station where a shortage may exist.
Shortages will arise through expiration ol enlistments, re-
tirements, shore auty rotation, ho8x>italization8 and other
casual causes. The system therefore must be, and is, based
on the assumption ol hi^h fluidity ol personnel assi^^nment
cuid transfer. This in itnell^ tends to lower the criteria
established by some comnands in their promotion policy.
Further, the officer staff ox tne command is continually ro-
tating, at shorter intervals as the officers become more
senior, so that the officer usually doesn't have to live
with a selection mistake oX nis own for more Uian a few months,
and then the buck can be passed to his successor.
Promotion Policy Baaed on Career und Forcea Promotion ?
While it I& not impossiblo Xor a nan to serve twenty or
tnirly years in the Havy as a seaman, such service is not the
rule* The pay of enlisted personnel is so scaled that a man
d«sirin^ to marry and maintain a family must advance in
rating, to petty officer in order to be able to support his
dependents adequately. If he is unable (^o advance, he
usually finds it to his benefit to return to civilian life at
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the and of his flret tour of duty. The Havy school syetem
•xid the Kavy*8 advancement pro-am are baaed on the orderly
promotion oX all persoimel who remain in tirie service for
ore than one tour ol duty, and thus even an average man who
is in his second tour will be considered for promotion even
thou^i he has not demonstrated any exceptional ability along
the leadership lines* Because of tlie technical requirements
of the various shipboard jobsj taa IJavy protaotes this idea
ol a career service, and to do this, it muat hold forth the
incentive of a continuous advancement. Therefore the system
is based on tixe concept chat all third class selectees should
eventually become eligible for further promotion, until they
finally become chief petty officers. Thus, there is a neces-
sity foi' extreme care in the selection of those who are to
sake up the third class petty officer ranks.
The Individuality of Each Coamand Within the Kavy as a
Whole ; Each ship and station is under the authority of a
eoffimandin^ officer whose duties are laid down in The Articles
for the Ooverniaent of the Navy and Navy Itemulations. These
ooaaanders exercise solitary and operational authority over
those under their cojomand. While quotas for advancement In
rating are usually fleet wide, as was stated previously, the
authority to advance, within tne quota established, rests with
the individual commanding officer. Each cocunander is further
responsible for the operating efliciency of his organisation.
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and is not generally subject to close supervlelon. Thus the
means ol attaining, operating efficiency will vary with the
coimnandlnt of 1 leer, and the standards set for the particular
unit will be his standards. This leaves room for promotion
over a large ran^e ol elliclency by diiferent corananders and
the not result is that a third class £^unner*s mate from one
command may be a much better, or worse, petty olficer tlian
his runnint^ mate on the ship alongside.
In reading the following ciiapters it must be borne in
cind that the situation with respect to selection In Industry
is not necessarily applicable as a whole to a system of
selection for the Kavy. The factors Just mentioned will limit
somewhat the choice of incus trial methods that can be made to
work satisfactorily in the Naval oriianisation. Each industry
studied will also have its individual problems, and ways of
meetinti. them on the basis of its own organizational structure.
However, the discovery o£ a trend or of a factor or factors of
selection snown to be common to all industries studied should
present a situation worthy ol careful evaluation*
The next chapter will endeavor to present a picture
of the methods used by the individual industries studied*
The picture presented results from personal surveys of the
systems in effect in these industries.
The industrial organisations discussed in the following
chapter do not represent all of the organisations visited by
the writer. The organisations selected are those whose
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personnel policies are considered well above a.YerAi^e and tii^ey
are organisatiions whose systems ox selection and promotion
have shown Uiat the managotnent was aware oi the importance o£
sound selection procedure.
Ilhe problem then^ to sum up this chapter* is to dis-
cover whether there are industrial personnel techniques for
taking account o! leadership qualities in promotions to lirst
level supervisory positions which may be advantageously
applied in th& Navy.

CHAPTEP II
lirnVBtBUkh TSCHHIQUESj a SAMPLISO
The process of porsomiel administration as it concerns
promotion to the supetrvisory level in Industry appears to in-
clude lour t>en«rel steps; identification of the candidate,
testing, training., and .^election. It is with those £,onoral
ftteps as they are «l*f©ct«d in th© individual industrial
©rg&nlsiatlons that this survey will concern itself, Howevor,
it is acknowledged that each organization I'las its own Eiethods
for the orderly advancement of personnel and the dlacussion
of each sas^llng will have to be expanded to include all
pertinent information relative to aelisctlon and promotion
within that orfcanlaatlon.
One of the organlzationa visited, the Frlgidaire
Division, is a sub-division ol a parent organization, the
General Motors Corporation, The other three organizations
are autonomous. In the case of the Frlgidaire Division, many
of the broad ciajor policies are laid clown by the parent
organisation, and thus matters such as union contracts are
negotiated by the General Motors Corporation, In this
respect, U::iere was no Information offered the writer to lndl«-
oate that union contracts or other union agreeiaents in any
way afiected the personnel promotion plans of any of the four




organisations appeared to work In close harmony with th^lr
various unions, and selection lor promotion did not seen to
be a subject of union concern.
The Proctor and Gamble Company
The Proctor and Gamble company, with main oITlces and
factories at Cincinnati, Ohio, manufactures soaps and edible
fat products. The organisation In part consists of fourteen
BNinufacturin^ plants located throu^out the United States*
Of these, three are located at Ivorydale, Cincinnati, Ohio,
The Company's or^^anlzatlon is composed of two main divisions
which operate automonously. These are manufacturing and re-
search, and sales. This discussion will be confined to the
manulacturins ori;;anlzatlon. The material presented herein is
a result of observations at the manufacturing plants at
Ivorydale, and of discussions with management personnel in
the main Industrial offices at Ivorydale where supervisory
and advisory control of tae industrial organisation as a whole
is exercised. The term Company, as used herein, will refer
onj.y to the industrial phase of the Proctor and (ramble
Company as a whole.
The Company employs about ten thousand persons In the
fourteen plants, ano about three thousand live-hundred of
this tjroup are employed in the three plants at Ivorydale.
Of this latter t^roup there are about two hundred foremen in
the manufacturing^ process. This ^^roup is exclusive of about
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one hundred other persons at the loreman level who are en-
gaged in research activities* ThQ promotion rate to X'orenan
at Ivorydale is about ei^:hteen per year oi whom eight or
ten are selected Trom college level trainees; a program which
will be explained in detail in discussions lollowing.
The Company is or^ianized on a straight line organiza-
tion plan, headed by a vice-president in charge oi manufactur-
ing. Each Xactory is under the control oi a factory superin-
tendent, and this superintendent is responsible for the
organization cmd operation ol his lactory, thus providing
autonomous control at each factory level. The factory
superintendent is assisted by about seven production super-
visorsy responsible for the individual processes of manufac-
ture with which he is concerned. The supervisor has under
hlB foresen, the number varyin^; with the sise and complexity
of the process oX Uriat particular phase of manufacturing,
^e foreman then, represents the lowest level of supervision.
Promotion to the loreman level is accomplished by two
methoGs in tnis company. Hourly wage personnel (the workers)
are promoted to the foreman level; and college graduate
trainees are promoted to tne foreman level alter a year of
intensive schooling in the plant. These methods will be
discussed below. With the exception of the selection and
employment of college graduates at graduation in the further-
ance of this special program, all promotion to all levels is
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from within the organization. This promotion zaay be within
one inciividual plant, or may be across plonte, depending on
vacancies and the capabilities oi the individuala under
consideration lor promotion to the loreman level. It is of
interest to note that at the present time, even with the
college program providing a large portion ol Hie inllux ot
trainees, it has been es Lima ted that sixty per cent oi the
current management is of non-college level.
In addition to the autonomous organisation oX' each
Xactory, there is, in tne main office, and incus trial staff
organization under ttie vice-president In cliarge ol nanufaotur-
ing. This staff is coznposed oX lt\o research personnel, a
Training Division and an Industrial Pielations Division* Tlie
functions of the staff are advisoz*y and the final decisions
within each plant rest with tiie factory superintendent. This
staff develops training programs, maintains a testing
organization, and aoes initial selection interviewing for
enployment. However, in all cases, the interested Xoreman
interviews each prospective employoe wlxo Is to be placed under
hia, and his factory superintendent makes tlie 1 inal decision
both as to proraotlon and employment of all personnel in his
plant.




In addition to & trainini^ di rector and industrial re-
lations porsoiaiel, the services oX an industrial psychologist
are available at the staXX level.
Employment Records : An iaportant inlluence on the de«
si^^n and keeping ol employiaent records is the Company policy
IhAt all hourly personnel who nave been with the Company for
a period of two years are thereafter (guaranteed Xorty-oi^ht
weeks work per year. This, In addition to the usual social
security and other retirement provisions, is designed to
make lor Job security, and is in all probability one oX the
Biajor factors conti*iLutini: towards a low turnover of
porsonriel.
At the time of enipioyioent the Xollowinnj Xorras are
made out xor eacli applicant: 1. Application for i^Imployment
;
2* Department record oX Employee; 3, Personnel Record;
l\.^ Employee's Katin^; i?. Rating for New Fmployees.
The Application lor • mployment contains the standard
information lor this type of Xorra, inoludlnt^ significant edu*
cation, physical condition, number of deponuents, recora of
previous employment, military service fund so forth.
'Utie l^epartment Record of Employee is a form kept
current by the foreman. It provides for a runnint, recording
of the Job and department "naQre tne man is working, the rate
or rates neid, a aerit rating score and notation oX* disci-
plinary action or speciul commendations. This is a lorexnan's
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record^ and la maintained by him*
The Personnel hecord contains tiie same inlorniation as
ttie Application for Emplo^ent ano the Department Koeord of
Employee except tlriat it does not note the merit rating scores
and contains in audition test scores resulting from tests
£,iven at the time of employment.
The Employee's rating card is filled out on each
hoiirly employed person once every six months and is an evalu-
ation card, on which the merit rating grade is based. This
card contains four rating factors as follows:
•'QUANTI'l'Y A thoroat:hly experienced workman who
consistently meets standard requirements of out-
put in a skilled manner is considered I^OKFJvL*
For workers not on Time Bonus full time consider
only »Day Vtork* performance.
"QUALITY Consider as NORMAL the employee who con-
sistently produces work oX required quality.
Consider loss or depreciation directly traceable
to hia.
'^DEPEKDABILITY The NORMAL employee is trustworthy,
steady, reliable, seldon tardy, or absent. Ob-
serves safety regulations, cooperates with foreman
anct fellow workers and acts to maintain good opera-
tions. Is careful with tools and equipment.
"VI-J^rAxILITY Consider as NOl.MAL the employee who
is able to perlorm most types of work within or
related to his present occupation, consider his
ability in learninc^ new assignments and chan^^es in
procedure."
The rating card provides three choices for each of
the above factors: Below Normal, Normal, and Above Normal*
Each employee is normally rated by three people, his foreman,
the supervisor, and the co^^niaant industrial engineer, who
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occupies a staff position on the foreman level in each
factory.
!^e F<atln^ lor New Employees foria is made out for all
nev hourly va^e employees once each month for the first six
months; and onoe every two months Xor the balance of two
years by the forenan« the industrial engineer and the super-
visor. The instructions lor rating are aa follows:
In rating the employees listed below, consider
how well they ao their work; how they cooperate
wi til Uxeir ioreman ana other employees; iwhethor
they are reliable; wnether they understand and
lollow instructions; whether ttyoj follow safe
practices; and whether they are physically
qualilied lor Li^eir work; all ol the above to
detemine whether they are oi permanent caliber.
19ie lorm contains spaoe ior notation of months of service*
and a general rating, baaed on Uie above instructions within
the following ran^^e:
Unquestionably satisfactory.
Making ^ood pro^res^""; lurthor observations needed.
Average workei-* but not outstanding prospect.
Doubtful caliber.
Should be terminated.
and SAFE WORKER (Tes -No).
Testing, ! The thought within lliin Company on testing
la that large batteries ol tests do not slgnillcantly in-
crease management *s ability to predict success or lailure,
and that the best that can currently be uone with any degree
of valiaity is to test for general Intelligence level* and
for the degree of mechanical ability needed by this

organlaatlon. To that ond the Company i,±ves two testa, one
lor general intelligence and one lor mechanical ability, Tlrie
writer was unable to elicit any specllic information on
correlation coelficients on these tests. Both tests have been
]»ade by the Proctor and Gamble Company lor their oim use and
therelore are not subject to general publication.
Training ! The Company conUucta no training schools as
such, preferrin^i to rely on the loreoan and the supervisor
lor on-the-job trainint>. Alter a man is tentatively selected
lor loreaany he it subjected to an intensive twenty week
course ol training on Company time* desi^^ed to include all
Items required in his prospective position, and varied on the
basis of his past experience in the organization. This
course Includes practical work in the plant, reading ol books
on both the technical and leadership aspect of the foreman's
Job, and a series of meetings with foremen and supervisors
best qualifit^d to conduct sessions in their specialised field.
Each trainee is personally coached by his immediate super-
visor at least one-half hour per week, and is brought to the
main Industrial Olfice in Ivorydale for a week of* indoctrina-
tion in Company policy and procedures.
Selection ; (1) College Graduates. This Company con-
ducts a large scale recruiting program Uirougtiout the nation's
2
Accoroing to Dr. li. S. Utirbrock, Industrial Psycholo-
gist, Proctor ana Gamble Company.
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collet^es fend universities, teetliii. and Interviawlnti In
approximately eighty institutions* Tiie XnUustri&X HeXations
Pepartment is interested primarily in the interviewing and
selection ol personnel lor tiie roreraan level, and to lurther
this policy^ each plant superintendent conducts interviews
in educational institutiona in his own area* This program
is au4;,mented by the atari work ol the home orrice, Uie
collate interviewers making Held trips to assist in the
interviewing and evaluation oI candidates. These candidates
are selected on the basis ol the two toBts previously mention*
ed, recommendations oi Uie university authorities, and on the
personal Juu^^ent oX the Company interviewers. The purpose
of this pz*0£ram is to channel into the Company a group ol'
youn^^ men with the technical and general educational back-
ground considered necessary lor rapid promotion. The policy
ol the Company la to promote as rapidly as possible in order
that the supervisory positions may be rilled by youn^ men
with many years ol useful service ahead of then, (the Presi-
dent of t2^ Company is now 1^5) t^nd to provide a nucleus for
further expansion. The members of the Company staff inter-
viewed by the writer said they felt that » other thlnt,s being
equal' the personal impressions i^^ained by the interviewers
were the cetermlnln^f, factors in the selection and employment
of tliese college graduates* It was estimated that between
thirty and forty per cent of those selected by this method
became Uie type ox executive tnat Uie interviewers had in

aind at tae limQ ol thd intervlow.
(2) From t^d H&xiks. In addition to uio college
selection procddure« tU« supeirvisors and factory mana^era
and ioranidn aro constantly ovalaatln<^ tno hourly wa^o person-
nel witn an eye toward promotion to tna loraxaan level and up.
Hormally consideration is not ^^ji'von to actual promotion
iini^il it is apparent taut a vacancy will oxist. At this
time the loreiuan will reconunend all, or several o£ his men
lor trie job. The records of men no recommended are collected
and reviewed, lirst by the loreaan, the supervisor, and an
industrial relations man independently, and finally by the
factory superintendent, rhis review ol tno records is
followed by a conference of this ^roup, frequently augmented
by personnel from the incustrial relations staff frcm the
head office. The records are a^ain reviewed, and a selection
is made on the basis of the record ana tlie personal evalua-
tion of tho conferring group as a whole. As was stated
earlier, the final choice lies with the factory superintendent
Those m^n iinally selected are put throu^ a twenty week
course as in the case of tae coll6e>e graduate, but aouified
to take into account the experience oi the indiviaual
concerned.
In summation Uien, it can be said ti'xat in toe case of
tlie Proctor and Gamble Company, tae main criteria for the
selection of foremen are the personal evaluations by his
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seniors. The use ol tests ie limltecL to insuring that the
man has the necessary adaptability or potential. Vi'hlle evalu-
ation &id8« in tiie lorra of the merit rating scores and pro-
duction periormance are available to asr-lst in the lorming ot
opinions, the personnel interviewed by the autixor were
unaminous in their individual statements that the organlza*
tion operated on tae principle that the conierence and pool-
ing ol evaluations provided the best predictive device with
respect to the evaluation oi leadership potential in the
selection ol ioremen«
The Fri^^idaire Livision ol General Mo tors Corpora tion
The Jrieldalre Division ol General Motoi's Corporation
is one ol several semi-independent organizations within the
Household Appliance Division ol the parent corporation. This
division manulactures relriterators, air conditioning equip-
ment, inciustrial i>eir iteration equipment, household appliances
and allied products, rtanaard policies laid aown by the
General Motors Corporation Asovem this division which operates
under a General Manager, the top executive head ol' JPrigidaire.
The division employs over twenty- two thousand perrions at four
plants, all located in or near Layton, Ohio. Approximately
seventeen thousand, six hundred persons are actively engaged
in the manulacturing operation, Frit^ldaire has a line and
Starr orfianlzation in which the manuiacturing department or
division is on© oi ei^ht. In oraer to dillerentiate between
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terms in this discussion, lufcur© reXerenc© to •division* will
reXer to uhe Prigidaire Division as a part ox tl-m parent
organization, ana reioronoe to the Kanulacturing Division or
other divisions such as Uie Inuus trial Relations Tivision
vlll refer to that division within the Frigidaire organisa*
tion as noted above*
The Manulac taring Division is ^^aded by a ^lorks
Uana^er* Assisting the v.orke Manai^er, and lollowing down the
line or coirunand in the organ! ;&at ion is a General ruperln-
tendent, a Production Super in tandent, supervisors, general
foremen, ana ioroaen. Supervisors cover an area or process
of BoanuXac luring, and are assistec by several £eneral lore-
aen, who in turn have under then as c>any loronon as the pro-
cess or area ol their work JustiXies* There are about seven
hundred and ninety Xorerion engaged in the supervision oX the
seventeen Uiousand workers* The Xoreman represents the
lowest level oI oana^etsent, and it is to Uiis position that
the hourly worker is advanced. In other words, the Xoreman
level represents the Xirst level oX leadership within the
division structure. The promotion rate to this level has
been eetiiaated at Xrom Xorty to XiXty persons per year.
Within the Industrial Helations Division, a staXX
organisation at the same level as the Manufacturing Division,
3According to Mr. C. A. Copp, tfunager. Industrial
Relations Division, P'rigidaire Division, General Motors
Corporation.

Is tho Education LeptirtrGent which Is responsible lor tho
training and testing ol all personnel to be selected lor pro-
motion to tlie mana^^enient level. This department nas availa-
ble tests and testin^^ equipment, to be discussed later, as
well as th« advisory assistance ol General Motors' incus tri-
al psycnolot; ists at the headquarters ol' tiie General Motors
Corporation in tetrolt, Michitian. The work done by the
Education Department is lor tuo purpose ol advice and assis-
tance to tne line divisions, as all linal decisions are mado
by the line personnel.
Records: The records used in selection and evaluation
are: (1) 'ilie i':ittployment and Work Record, which contains the
employment application listing such I'actors as dependents,
linancial status, educational back^^^round, previous work ex-
perience, military status, and other items ol routine nature
typical ol this type ol 1 orm. Into this record, as time
prot^esses t>o notations ol disciplinary action taken,
grievances submitted and action taken, su^^gestions lor plant
improvement and other items which might serve to establish
some character picture oi the nan; (2) Iho Questionnaire,
or test record. This record is in the form of a test pro-
file, and is not compiled until the employee has been
selected lor tne potential loreman list.
Testinj^- and Evaluation ; Tne Frigidaire Division uses
a battery of live tests in txie establishment ol a profile
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for iho potential forer.en. These tostp are the V« underlie
Porsoiinol Tost A' lor mental alertnesf, the Bennett and Fry
Kech&nlcQl ccaaputatlon tost, the l^flnnesota Paper Form Board
teat, Uie Kuder PreXerence teat, and the Gulllord-f?artln
Persomiel Inventory test, \^hlle there were no statistical
studies on validity ol these tests made available to the
writer, members or the Educational repartment stated that the
tests had acquired a hi^h lace validity through use. It i«as
indicated tnat Uiis was true to the extent that the super-
visors, on whom the iinal selection ol i oromen rests, had
become unwilling to recommend anyone lor Xoreman whose test
prolile showed any serious lack ol characteristics con-
sidered important for the loreman Job, Tone study of the
results has been undertaken and is continuing. In addition
it was reported that Dr. Guilford had based some validity
studies on tests concucted by Frii^idaire usin^ the Guilford-
Martin Personnel Inventory test fend subsequent ratings of
tested pornonnel made by tz^eir supervisors. It was 8Ug£e8ted
that possibly one ol the factors in improved selection pro-
cedures mi(^ht be a result ol this hi£<,h face validity of the
tests, thus causing the supervisor to be more discerning in
his scrutiny ol those reconsnendod Xor the potential foreman
list,
A further validation study is in tiie process oX being
conducted on the basis ol comparing tirie test results with
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supervisory evaluation at later periods, alter the selected
personnel have been promoted to tho loreman ranks* This study
is conducted by havin^^ the General Superintendent, the
Superintendent, and Uie Tupervisor rate each forotnan on a
card » sorting* basis, into live categories • fhia sorting is
done independently by these three men without knowledge or
the other raters* marks. These three marks are then brought
to an average to inclcate the perlormance of the foreman
under question. Since this system was put into elXect five
years ago, it has been found that by using the system of
scroenintj, interviewini, and testing the perfonaance of the
foremen personnel has shown significant improvement.
Selection : Selection of personnel for promotion is
generally made from within the division, and selection may
be, and frequently is, across departments in the division.
The actual routine for selection of personnel in Manufacture
ing (Production) follows:
The supervisors prepare a list of persons in their
departments whom they consider to have the potential qualifi-
cations for foreman work* In practice this list is a con-
tinuing affair and should be readily available at any time.
In making the notations lor selection, the supervisors are
instructed to counsel with their general foremen and fore*
men; however, the employees under consideration are not in-
formed of the deliberations taking place, or of any relative
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atandirie insofar as selection is concerned. In the consid«r-
Atlon of selection of a potential foreman by the persons








Kcucation and Technical irainlng
Personal Appearance
Co-operation
Quality end Quantity of V^ork on Present Job
Su^l^estions and New Ideas
Lists of personnel considered qualified under the above crl*
teria are forwarded to the General Superintendent via the
Manufacturing Livislon (Production) Supei^lntendent when
called for, for his review and approval. This list Is then
used as a basis for extracting all the work records of the
jaen named thereon for review by the Works Manager, (Head of
the Manufacturing Division} or his representatives. Any
personnel with unfavorable records have their names removed
from the master potential lore.'san list and tiie superintend-
ents of such men are inforniBd of such removals and the reascm
for tiio removal.
After this general personal screening and screenlni^^ of
records has taken place, those passing the screening will be
Interviewed by the General Superintendent of the Manufactur-
ing Division. During this interview, if the General




Superintendent Is lavorabXy Impressed with Uie interviewee^
he will determine Irom the employee il he is desirous of be-
ooming a member ol a so-called 'potential* group. Howevorj
the employee is tolc Uiat membership in trils i^roup, or
Iiirther successful completion ol the other require.iients such
as the testing and training course do not in themselves ^ive
him any automatic rights in the selection ol luture loremen*
II the employee si^niiies i:iis interest, he is inlormed that
he will be required to 1111 out a series ol questionnaires
(wnich are actually personnel tests), as iiave all members of
lactory supervision belore him* These tests are conducted by
the Educational I>epartment. If the employee declines to take
these tests, or does not desire to become a member of the
potential ^roup, his name will be removed from the list at
this point, and his supervisor is so Informed* The list as
approved after interviews by the General Superintendent be-
comes the Xinal list of potential foremen* \iihen this list
has been approved, ths men are thon tested by the Education
Department, and test profiles are made up on the basis of the
test results* These profiles are confidential, known only to
the superintendents and the Lducational lepartment personnel
concerned*
Trainings Following the selection procedure as out-
lined above, the potential foremen are then enrolled in a
special training, pr-o^^ram as soon as practicable. This
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training prog^ram Is handled on a group basis rather tlnan for
a iew potentials. In addition to the ioraal training, ch©
potential loremen are ^Iven a series ol work assignments
txirou^^hout the plants In order to afiord them the opportunity
to work on many dllTerent operations and under a number ol
different supervisors. This Is designed to afford the
potential foreman Uie opportunity to get a variety of work
experiences and to provide the management with a further
opportunity to study and evaluate them*
In the formal phase of this training the trainees ar«»
exposed to various subjects relatln^^ to the organization and
operation of the Frigldalre Division Including History of
the Division, study of rtandard Practice and ^'rocedure. Time
Study, Job Analysis, Union Contracts, the functions of the
various line and staff divisions of the Division, and Job
Instruction Training, orientated toward t^iving the trainee
some knowledi^e of the methods of teaching. This ptiase of
instruction is covered In about forty hours, over a period
of several monUis.
The second phase ol instruction, that of %ork as8i£;n-
ments as noted above, is conducted in the *home* department
of the prospective foreman, with as much as one week added
in allied departments in order to familiarize the trainee
with the over-all picture oi production and management. Both




In summation then^ Uie selection ol Torenen is based
on the Xollowin^, factors:
1, jBmployment and Work record
2« Teat perXorraance { profile)
3« Supervisory recommendation
1|. Training, school periormanc©
Of Uiese four factors^ members of management consulted by the
writer indicated that the supervisory recoztanendation in
placing a roan on the potential loreman list was probably the
most important phase of the selection process, with testing
as an aid, second. It should be noted ai^ain that there has
not been a sufficiently thorou^^ study of tue validity of the
tests to make any definite statement aa to whether they are
predictive in themselves, or as to whether they are really
testing any potential alon^ the lines of leadership and
supervisory ability. The statement that the test mif;ht be
serving the function of raising the original recommendation
criterion rather tirnn predicting;, is one worthy oi special
note*
Yhe National Cash Reikis ter Company
The National Cash Register Company manufactures office
machinery, cash registers, and other mechanical accounting
devices* The main offices of tlw Company, including the
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ractory are located In Dayton, Ohio. AltJnoui:,h thare are
foreign brimohes, the coistpany maintains only ond factory and
headquarters In tnle country* At the factory and nead*
quarters In Dayton are ecapioyed eleven thousand seven hundred
p^rBouB oX whom approximately six thousand five hundred are
engaged in the manuf aoturln^^ and supervision ol manufacturing
phase. Of this i:,roup there are approximately two hundred
and thirty foremen. It Is with the manufacturing i^roup and
their foreraien that this olseuesion will deal. The Company
operates as a line organisation, with the head of the manu-
facturing division being the vice-president In ciiarge of
nmnufacturlng. This vice-president is assisted In his duties
hy departmental supervisors, foremen, and job foremen.
Promotion to any of these positions Is generally fra^u wltiiln
the organlEation, and generally from within the cepartment
wherein the vaeaney may exist, although studies are currently
belne conducted by the raanai^ement to provide for a broader
training of personnel so that In the future promotion may be
made across departmental lines.
The title, ana position, of job foreman is generally
one of temporary nature. Job foremen are selected to super-
vise in those areas where there Is a continuous snlft of
workers arouna the clock and there will normally be three or
four job foremen all supervising the same work throughout
different shifts ox the day and nl^t. However, the
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ftldotion proooduTd usttd in the aal^ctlon or job loreicdn is
identicikl wi Ui tha selection procedure used in the selection
of foremen and since oU'lclals oX tais organization discussed
the aelocfcion procedarea with th* writer In terras o£ the
roreman, tnis discussion will ooncern itself only with the
selection of Xoremen us such* ?.hile Jaoro vere no absolute
£i^uroa available » Lue proaotlon rate v>o the iore^uian lerel
wlUiin tuis or^^anl^atlon was etitimated to range Iroa tairty
to forty promotions per year. I'Or the purpose of provloing
incentive uo tnose persons Inueresteo in advancement, and in
the course ol t,^^^ management practice, the Education-Train-
ing Department has drawn up a series ol charts which repre-
sent an effort to forecast future vacancies at the foreman
level that will have to be filled over a period of tlie next
few years, and it is on the basis ol this forecast that the
estinate noted above has been made, ihls number will vary,
depending; on such circumstances as war-time expansion, un-
predictable items such as death, involuntary retirements and
other unusual or non-preoictive separations from tiie organiza-
tion* This flow of promotion information is also used by
the Education-Training Department in the planning and
scheduling of the training program*
An Educational-Traiiiin£ Department Is established
within the organisation ae a part of and under the supervision
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ot Uao Indue urial heiations organistttrioiu This pepartmsnt
8«»rve» in « etarr capacity in xurii:i«ring the selection,
traiuln^, and teetiiit:^ <^^ ^^^ peraonnei ia tad organisation.
Tile eeleetion, ancL testir^ applies not onljr to taose enter-
ing tiie organisation^ but also with respeet to pronjotion of
tnose persons currently employed by the orii.ani«ation, Tiiia
Department is lurther charged with surveying tl^ training
needs ol the organisation aa a wiiole, partioipatlng in the
orgaiiij&ation ol* and conducting trainini:; ooux ses» conetruct-
lti^$ administering and validatin^^ testa, and in general
advising the line supervision on all matters pertaining; to
trainini^, and education of the employees. In the furtherance
of this effort, the Company has eiaployed the consul tin^^
ftervicen of tJtie Inauatrial delations Jsiethods Incorporation,
of Bew York City, a consulting industrial peychologistfi*
organiKation to assist the Education-Training DepartRsent In
th® more technical phases of its work.
JSiaployiaent I^ecorda ; Applicants for employi&xen t at the
National Cash Kegieter Company ar<p first screened through an
employment inlerviow, lolicwin^^ which the run considered
probftbie rsaterial for einpioyment are felven en application
blank to cotrplete. fhls blank Is standard in itn form with
respect to other such forms, that le, it contains epec© for
such information as age, marital status, dependenta and
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so iorth. Alter filling out this lorra, the potential em-
ployeo is taken to the Xrainii)^ Lepartment where he ie given
a coisprdhensive battery ol te&ts. These tests are Bcored,
and a prolile ia xoade out lor the man. If tiie test results
indicate that the man can satisfactorily fill the job for
which he is applying, he will be called at such time as a
vacancy exists. Alter interview and approval by the foreman
ox tne department conoerned, the man will be hired. Zi the
tests indicate that the applicant *s potentiality lie in
another direction, he will be so informed and encoura^red to
apply Xor a Job within that area either with this ortanisa*
tion or elsewhere. In the case of those hired the Company
has compiled a rather e;ctensive record on the man belore any
further selection question comes up.
Yestinfe! The Company has available a battery oX
ti:iirty«>two tests covering eleven fields for use in assisting
in the original employment selection and later promotion
selection. It is not t^ie purpose of this paper to make a
detailed study of these tests, however, the general areas
will be covered briefly, giving a short description, oXfered
by the Kducation-lrainine Lepartment, of the purposes and
uses of the tests.
Area I - Intelligence: Three tests, two especially
constructed for the Company, the third, the Wunderlic General
Intelligence test. These provide a long test, a »ahort* test.
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and a test lor those with language dirflcuXtlds*
Area II - Mechanical Abilit;^: Elt-iit teetsy ranging
Xrom lasts lor trainees and apprentices to tests ior aikilXed
and semi-skilled workers » includizi^ one tefst to separate
bluXX'ers, limited experience and semi-experienced on^loyees*
Seven oi these taets are tailored Xor the company, the
eighth is the 0*F(ourke Meci;uinical Comprehension test*
Area III - Mathematical Ability: Two tests^ both
tailored lor the Company,
Area IV • Manual Abilities: Five tests, two based on
tne O'Connor Dexterity tests revised lor the Ijational Cash
Hegister Company, and the other three tailored for the
Company,
Area V • Personality 1 raits: Four tests, the Bern*
reuter, and the tiiree-phaao GuilXord-Martln test* The
Company uses these tests lor vocational guidance, and in the
selection process*
Area VI • Interests: Three tests, the Michi^^an Vocabu<
lary, and the strong, Interest Blank (men and women)* 'Xhene
tests are reported to have value in classiXication, reassij^-
ment and upgrading oX employees, applicants and apprentices
who would benefit by vocational guidance*
Area VII * OfXioe Work Abilities: 'i^o tests, one a
paper and pencil test, and one a perx^ormance test for vari-




Area VIII - Technical Abilities: One test, a tailored
test ciesit;,ned to measure a combination ox abilities required
lor complex thinking and judgment in technical or laboratory
responsibility.
Area IX - Machine Operating. Abilities: Two tests.
Doth tailored to the Company needs, and deslgtied to measure
ability to co-ordinate.
Area 7. - rupervlaory Ability: One test. A tailored
test designed to measure understanding oX fundamental princi-
ples aXlectinfc> relations with people that are Important in
daily supervision oX employees. The Company considers that
this test has broad usefulness with all levels oX supervision
and that It may be especially helpXul in upgrading, deter-
mining training needs and in planning a personal developinent
program ior the supervisory personnel.
Area XI - Ability to Work on Repetitive Operations:
One test. Tailored to tne needs oX the Company, reported to
measure tt\e ability to work continuously with adequate speed
and accuracy on standard and repetitive operations.
As many oX these tests as are considered applicable
for the type of employment the applicant is seeking: are ad-
ministered at the first encounter. If the applicant so
desires, he may take tne wnole range of tests, and benefit
himself oX counselling advice on the basis of the results*
As a matter of actual practice, many oi the older employees
(the testing program was put into full eXfect in 19^6}

voluntarily oeok the testing and counselling servioe in order
to chanti© jobs within the organization. As a result of these
tests, a test prolile is made out and this profile becomes
part ox the service record ol the employee.
In addition to the actual tests, the training depart-
ment test supervisors complete a xorm known aa "Pemarks on
Performance Durinij, Tests" which is a form designed to give
some idea as to the individuals personal traits and includes
the followin^;^ five Items;
1, Physical Condition: Ptrong, Alert, Overweight, etc.
2. General Manner; Pleasant, Unresponsive, Shy, etc.
3» Response to Instructions: Listens carefully. Im-
patient, Restless, For^sats, etc.
li-. Persistence: rticks to the Job, Easily discouraged.
Tries very hard, etc.
5. Work Habits lurin^^ Tests; Quick, Slow, Fast, Fumbles,
Careless, etc.
Each of these Items are graded as Low, Below Average, Average,
Good, or Hl«^h, and the descriptive Items listed above after
each major point are only part oX the total Items ^Iven.
Finally the test supervisor oiakes a reconiriendatlon under one
of the following Items:
Desirable
Fair
Benefit by special training
Consider further
Doubtful
Consider ior oUier work
Most suitable lor present job

Thl8 form is also made a part ol the test and service record
of the eopXoyee.
Selection and Training t reloction ot loremen or job
foremen is iriade Xrora a previously established pool of
* eligible' candidates for the iore^ian rating. Candloatea
qualify for placement in this pool in the following manner*
Any employee may be reconuuended to the Education-Training
Department as a canoidate lor foreman training by his Xoze-
men or supervisor* Upon such recommendation^ the candidates
are called in to the Education-Training DeparUaent where
ttimir test scores are reviewed, and they are tested in areas
that have not been covered, or re-tested il the man*s experi-
ence and other factors seem to warrant such a step* Test
profiles are studied, and the training department advises the
manufacturing department concerned as to the advisability of
continuing training lor loremanshlp in each individual case
as the situation seesis to warrant* normally most men so
recommended have shown sufficionuly hi^ test profiles as to
be acceptable lor further training. If, however, the tests
indicate that tnere is not suXficient adaptability, aptitude,
or ability for tne prospective foreman job, the departit^nt
is so inlormed, and the supervisor makes a final decision as
to whether or not the man shall receive Xurtlier training
alon(^ those lines*

As a second method ol making training avalXable, any
man in the organiaation may apply directly to the Education-
Training Department lor loreroanship training. In such oases
the nan is tested and iX he meets the considered minimum re-
quirements he will then be allowed to join other prospective
trainees. This provision is included in the pro^^ram lor the
obvious purpose of discourat^ing loreiaen or supervisors frcMii
trying to keep good men * under cover.' In addition to this
testini^ o£ each prospective trainee by the Training Depart-
ment, the loreaan under whom he currently works is required
to make out an evaluation Xorm on the man. This loz'm is
designed by the Company and is an attempt to provide a some-
wiiat objective evaluation sheet lor each man.
The lorm covers seventeen items, with a point scale
ranging from one to ten, and so scaled that the lowest
number f number one, represents the lowest ten per cent of the
Company's employees, two and tliree representing the next
twenty per cent, lour, live, six, and seven representing the
middle lorty per cent, eib^it anu nine the next twenty per
cent, and ten representin,^ the hi^est ten per cent. Thus
the Company has a normal distribution curve based on study
ol the averaj^es for personnel within the organization, and
not a normal distribution oi individuals at large. Adjectives
and phrases are placed in each percentile column in order to
4;uide Uie marker in his thinking.
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The fieventeen Itdots covered in the ronn lollop;
Technical kriowlec^o, experience and tr&lnin^
Ability to ij^et things done
Power to analyse, Jud^^ment ol relative values
Ability to plan Bind organize
Ability to make decieione
ForoefulneBs, energy and perseverance
Knowledge of national Cash Het^ister methods and
processes
Tact and sell control
Ability to i^et along with people «
Intet,rity, fairnese and sincerity
Ability to inspire, teach and develop men
Ability to cooperate and secure cooperation
Open-mindedne ss
Heal Ui
Personal appearance, habits and manners
Ability to assume responsibility
Initiative and resourcelulness
At intervals, ^oups oX previously selected personnel
are then or^^anized into a class lor prospective foremen, and
are put through a special series oX lectures, discussions,
and demonstrations ol subjects considered by the Company to
be necessary for tne successrul foreman. These subjects
cover areas in Leadership, 5^election of Personnel, Compaiiy
Operation, Evaluation, and rupervlsion. This school is con*
ducted on Company time, and the trainees are warned in
advance that the successXul completion of such a course does
not automatically make tnem a Xoreman, but merely makes them
eli|/ible for consideration and possible selection, as the
need lor Xoremen arises. The performance of each trainee in
txiis course oX instruction Is evaluated by the instructors,
and by the Education-Training Department, but to date there
have been no detailed checks on performance after promotion
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to determine the errectivenecs oX the course ol stuoy In
specilic cases or in a statistical manner. Such studies have
been made on the tests administered lor production and
accuracy on certain jobs but this project has not as yet been
extended to the leadership ana selection lield*
Punsnary : lae results oX this survey oi the National
Cash Register Company inaicate that at the present time this
Company is makini;;, use ol three devices to assist in the
selection ol supervisory personnel. They are, the test; the
individual evaluation, as represented by the loreman^s evalua-
tion iorm, and the test perlormance evaluation i orm; and
^roup evaluation. In the linal aiialysis, the selection ol
the new ioremen is a matter ol agreement between Uie super-
visor ol the department concerned, a representative ox the
Industrial Belations Lepartment, and the vice-president in
cnart^e oX manulacturint^. That a vice-president should be
able uo olXer such aid and advice in this type oX selection
is a result ol the lact that there is only one plant, and it
is possible lor tiiis oXXicer to be able to know something
about each prospective iorem&n throu^^h persotial contact and
experience with him.
01 the three aids used in the selection of personnel
lor promotion, the iollowinc^ estimates ol percentat^es were
£iven the writer c^s a basis of Xinal selection: Opinion of
the supervisor 50 P©r cent; factual inXormation about the

man and Inrormation from evaluation shaets Z$ par oantj tost
Inlormatlon 25 P®r cant. Howaver, the axecutives concerned
with the problam of saXeotion indicatad tlcmt they lalt that
with ftu'thar validation studies ol the tests currently in
use, and with improved tests and tasting techniques, the pre-
dictive value of Buch tests could be improved considerably.
As thia ia accoispliahed, test reaulta will play a larger
part in the final selection ol personnel for promotion.
The Armco ?' teel Corporation
The Armco Steel Corporation, Bince its founding as the
American Rolling Mills Company, in Middletown, Ohio in 1900,
has grown to an organization which currently employs about
30,000 people in nine a teel plants and forty-eight steel
fabrication plants in the United States and Canada. Linked
with this are two wholly owned subsidiaries, and an inter-
national ci^i&ln of plants and warehouses in practically every
country in the world wnere steel is used. The Corporation
maintains main offices for all its operations in Middletown.
Also located there are; a fabricatinij, division, manufaotur*
ins welded pipe, steel panels, guardrail, steel plates and
associated products; a steel producing plant, the largest in
the Corporation, proaucin^ a wide variety of steel product*
including cold rolled snaets and coils, enameiint: Iron,
BtbiinlQBn steel sheets and a steel sheet coated with aslnd.
AHrii

An inte^^raX part ol this operation includes eXevan open
hoarths, two dXeotrlc las^nacea and hot ami cold rolXlng miXXs.
The annual production capacity at Middle town, alter eon^Xe-
tion ol present construction, wiXX be more ti^ian one and
one-haXf million tons of steel. Other plants are located at
Zaneevilley Ohio, where electrical steels are produced;
Ashland, Kentucky, the site ol a continuous rolling mill;
Butler, Pennsylvania, producing special purpose stoeXs;
HainiXton, Ohio, the site ol two of the Corporation' e bXast
iumaces; BaXtimore, MaryXand, producing stainXess steeX;
and other pXants Xocated throu^^out the middXe west and
southwest.
or the 30,000 persons ei^Xoyed, there are about 27>000
actuaXly employed in the production or manuiacturing opera-
tions* 01 this group tl:iere are about 1,300 loremen. I'he
promotion rate to loreman has been estimated at Trom SO to
5100 per year.
The suiunulacturing operations, with which this study
is concerned, are organised on a line basis, under the di->
rection of a vice-presiaent in charge ol operations. Beport-
ing to tne vice-president are works ffiana^ers, who have charge
ol ti-ie local administration and plant managesient ol each
5
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Btalf, Artnco Steel Corporation, Middletown, Ohio.

plant in the Corporation, The works manager le assisted by
a general superintendent, who is the actual operating super-
visor ol the plant. Under the general superintenaent may be
a nximber oi department superintendents each having charge ol'
a department, which is usually deterinined« or set up, on a
process basis as far as the manuTaoturing ol the product is
concerned. The department superintendent is assisted by the
general Xoreman. The number of ^oftployees under the general
foreman will vary widely, with an average of around 200
persons* Under the general Xoreman, and at tne lowest level
ol supervision, is the Xoreman* This position is also based
on process operations and this man stay have a varying number
oX workers under him as the conditions ol Uie production
process warrant or demand* ther9 in, in addition to the
Xoreman, one other management classification, the turn X'ore-
sum, who is employed in those operations where the pioduotion
is on a 2l| hour basis. However , the turn foreman is merely a
name for a shift foreman, wno has the same position as other
foremen working on daily basis, and therelore will be csnitted
from this discussion oX selection and promotion of personnel
to the foreman level*
The actual promotion of a man is a line Xvinction, and
as such is done by the superintendent of the department con-
cerned althou^ across department and across plant promotion
is possible and occasionally effected. However, there is
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established wiUiln the Corporation, on a stall basis, under a
vice-president in charge oi Personal and Public fielations,
a Personnel Felatlons staXf, whose responsibility it is to
assist and advise on selection and promotion as isrell as to
perl'ora other i unctions bucIi as the supervision ol health,
safety, insurance, retirement, and other employee programs.
The officer currently heading; this orfeaniiation at Armco has
lon^ been known for his interest in, and promotion of, the
work in the field of selection and promotion in industry.
The etaX'f uses the services of industrial psychologists, one
in the main office at Middle town, and others in the separated
plants, ^hile training, selection systems, and policy are
controlled by the main office as a matter of Corporation
policy, there are trainin^i advisors and onrployment advisors
at each plant, and the function of training and selection is
a continuing process throughout the or^^anisation.
Records ; The Corporation maintains an employee's
personal record whicn is started with the application lor em-
ployment and contains employment infonuation, i;rievances
filed, absenteeism, his test scores and oUier day to day
data. This form, in general, is in conformity with like
forms used by stost industrial organisations. In addition,
there is kept a Record of Personal Cualifioations and an
Individual Inquiry f<orm, botn of which will be discussed in
detail in the section on selection.

Testing ; The Corpor&tlon conducts a continuous tost-
in^i program, both lor raeearch and i'or uae in ©aloction ot
parsoiinel, so that at the present time {X^^X) th© majority
ol* all employees have t©«n tested. Testing, is now a part of
the stancard empioymdnt procadur©* The tQsts currently used
incXud© th© Bomreuter Personality Inventory tost, tho
Bennett and Pry Maehanical Consputation tost, and th« Otia
kX-pl'iA Verbal Ixitelli^^enee teet. Tho test results becoae a
part ojT the employee's personal record*
Training ! The Corporation conducts no training pro-
gras for potent^ial foremen as such* I'raining programs for
skills and related subjects are conducted as a matter of
routine, but the expressed opinion of the Corporation
officials was to the effect that it was considered tliat the
promotion of those qualities tliat make up a ^ood foreman
could best be done in the plant under a work situation by
the loremen and other immediate supervisors* After the
ioremen are selected they are brou^^t in to the main office
for a week lon^ indoctrination course on Corporation policy
and related operations* This session is conducted by the
Training Department usin^ the services of executives and
others involved in management and operations*
Selection ; In making the final selection for pro-




conlorence, where ho. In conjunction with tho works manager,
assistant works nianai;,«r, ©mploynent advisor, and training
advisor most as a group to discuss th© capabilities ol tiiose
under consideration.
Since all promotions are made Xrorn within the ori;anlia-
tion, a system ol seniority has been set up, vhlch takes into
consideration three factors; tlir» with tho Corporation, con-
dition Oa health, and intelli^^^ence. The seniority estab-
lished is not recorded, nor is It a liv_,ure that can be tabu-
lated, but is the result ol such conl'erences as noted above*
The Becord of Personal Qualilic&tions is a complete
and detailed £,uide for judt,ment, and Xor that reason, and be-
cause it speaks for itself better t^ian a description, it haa
been included herein in its entirety with the exception that
certain descriptive items under headin^^s I through XO have
been omitted when tlieir inclusion would not add materially
to tho overall purpose of this study*
Record ol Personal Qualifications t
'Iho Fecord of Personal quallllcations has been de-
veloped as a check list or score card in order to assixre
the careful review ol an individual »b qualilicatione for
whatever position he is bein^ considered. In so far as
possible, the gradlnt; of the Individual on the Fecord
of Personal Qualifications is based on factual inxorma-
tion. However, of necensity, certain opinions must be
expressed, vifhere that is necessary it is suggested that
those who are familiar with the candidate's performance
at work and sufficiently well acquainted with him to have
a definite knowledge of his activities, abilities, and
attitudes be used as the sources ol infortziation. This
can best be cone in a discussion of the candidate with
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the Superintendent, the Works llanftger. Assistant Works
Manager, EmpXoyaient Advisor, and I'rainlne^ Advisor as a
group*
Where this grading of the individual can be aone by
a ^roup. It is suggested tiiat one oi the i^roup, preler-
ably the Employment Advisor, be made responsible lor
recording txie inlormation ana conclusions on tne Tiecord
ol Personal Qualll lea tions Form and make whatever other
Investi^^ation is necessary belore the grading is
completed*
Given below is a brief explanation of the qualifica-
tions as set up on i,he fiscord of Personal Qualifications
Form, and the sources of infonsatlon which are to be
used as the basis of the grading* Tne items lollow the
ease order as the Hecord of Personal Qualifications
Form*
I Health*,.,
II Emotional r taLiilty * (a) Personality Inventory
ResultsT I'ho candidate should have a satisfactory
score on the neurotic tenaency scale* See Footnote*
(b) Supervisory hating . Care
should be exercised to avoid generalising on on©
iiicidenl or personal cisllke* He should be con-
sidered on tiie basis oX xiis perlormance under try-
ing situations and over an extended period*
III Confidence, (a) Personality Inventory Results * He
fiiioula have a satlslactory score on the self-oonfl«>
dence scale. See Footnote.
(b) Supervisory I.atliy. . He should have
performed in such a way as to Inuioate sulficient
sell -confidence without havln^^ been arro^;ant or irri-
tating. Care should be taken to avoid ^.eneralislng
on one Incident or a personal dislike*
IV Leadership Qualities , (a) Personality Inven tory
Results . He sAould have a satisfactory score on the
scale denotlr^ dominance in lace to face situations*
Fee Footnote.
(b) Supervisory Katinfc* He
should have shown evidence ol leadership in past
perlorfiiance* He should l^ave been able to hold his
own in his dally contacts with his fellow men and
have stiown so»e evidence of a persuasive ability in




V Inteliife.enoe Quotient . H© siiouicl be In the upper
noimai or superior group as determined from the
mental test. Tnis simply requires a recording Iron
his test result.
V^ Mecxianlcal Conprehension . li& Bhould have a raw score
on tii6 {>!Qchanical CoB^rehension Test oT at least 1^0
or hiiiher.
^^^ Ability to do the Mechanical Part of the Job . . .
.
YIII Arithtfletic Coroprehenslon . . .
.
^^ Saiety . (a) Acciaent Beoord . His accident record, as
an Individual, s:%ould be satisfactory at least to the
extent Uiat he may not be considered as accident
prone or careless as an individual.
^^) Attitude Toward ralety . The candidate
should be interviewed on tue sutjoot oi salely in
order to determine Uxat he possesses a sincere inter-
est and beliel in Uie company* » sal'ety program and
lully recognises the losses to the company and to
the employees when accidents occur.
y Production Record ....
^'^ Traininis Hecord . It should bo determined from his
record triat ae bas demonstrated an interest in and
accompllehed certain training objectives as an indi-
vidual. This should be Tactual inX'orrration available
from the record card and Irom the records of the
Training, Department.
XII Financial Credit . . .
.
XIII Personal Habits-C aarac ter > The candidate's pernonal
habits, morals, attitudes toward his family, tho
Church, schools and society siriould be carefully
determined. Care nhould be taken not to determine
taat pernonal habits are salisfactory because of
no current knowledge of improper habits.
"'^IV Loyalty to Arraco. By interview oi tho canaldate and
investligation of those whom iie knows, it should be
determined tiiat he believes in the policies, ideals
and objectIves of tJrie company ano is ea^;er to discuss
Armco witli his associates. The ^r^^P "-^^^ review hie
qualifications should discuss his attitude toward
tne company as displayoa in former assli^nments.
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^^ Friondahlp . It should be determined whether he is
well liked by iiis^ associates and waether he has tlielr
respect*
XVI Buaineea £oura^. It should be deteroiined tJriat he
possesses strong personal ideals and convict ions to
such a degree tiiat he would ar^^ue against decisions
with which he coulo not a^^ree and which he did not
consider to be lair. He should be wlllin«i to take a
position at the sacrilice of pergonal popularity i£
such is necessary to avoid an iinlair and unreason-
able conclusion.
XVII Tact . It should be oetermined that in the company's
experience with the candidate he has shown a
tendency Lo say and do the rit^it thin^, at the rl^ht
tlzae in his dealings with other people. This
characteristic will more likely be Xound in an indi-
vidual who will think belore speaking and who can
consider tno efXect ol his words before Uiey are
spoken.
XVIII Handwriting^ . . . . (Hot used lor character estiffiate.)
XIX Annco Foreman *s Test . .. .(This test is no longer (^iven.)
Footnote: II - Piaotional stability, (a); III - Confidence,
(a); and IV - Leadership Qualities, (a). It is
suggested tx^at all three ol these qualities be con-
sidered at tlie same time because in so doing the
personality pattern of the individual may be consider-
ed rather than the item. For instance, if the indi-
vidual were deiini^ely stable emotionally and possessed
considerable confidence, we could be more tolerant of
a leas satisfactory individual result on the dominance-
subaiaaion acale Lhan il the reverse were true.^
Included witii thia record are ^rauing aheeta which
list each item by its number, providing space for test grades
where such is indicated. The jading system used is
'Fatisiactory, loabtful, and Unaatiafactory*
*
6




In addition to Ui& Bocord ol Psrsonai Cu&llfioatlon«,
th© Indlvldu&l Inquiry Fore is Xiil<id out by the supervisor
oX tite t&An belni^ cousloered Xor seXeotlon to the lorej^^ftn
XeveXf and 1« used in the conference to add to the Inforssa*
tion aXready available* This Xox^ contains queetlona cover-
Ini^ eleven areaa Tor the supervisor to answer. The ansvere
are to be in the xorm oi 'Ye8« No* Lon*t Kaov,* and the
areaa covered, with samples of the questions asked follow:
Xioadershlps
Does ho take the load iairly oX ten when in a
group?
Does he avoid open olaahes in conversation?. ••
Physlcul Health:
Loob he take ^ood care of himself?* ••
Mental Health:
Does he seem to be confident oX his ability?
Is he rolaulvttly free xr^»a moodineas?. ••
Usable Education:
Does he seem to iiave i^^ood (general information?
Is im able to apply a definite rule in a specific
situation?* ••
Fellatlllty:
Can you rely on wiiat he tells you?
Does he admit hie own mistakes?**.
Teas Work:
Does he cooperate well?
Is he Interested in increasing output?*.*
Habits:
Do you consider his personal behavior satisfactory?..
Thoroughness:
Does ho concentrate on his work?
Does he follow Instructions?.**
Social Adjustment:
Does he make friends easily?
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Does he withdraw tactXuliy from ciiscusslons
btiiore tirioy b60or!ie too heated?*.*
Use of {Rental Capacity:
Does he graap new liiXormatlon quickly?. ••
Work Beoord:
Does he ao satislactory work from standpoint of
quail ty?«««<
The form pxovides space for further questions and ai&plifioa*
tion of the lollowin^ itesis:
Is ne qualified for the next step-up?
Has he potential to eventually go to top of job
progression?
Is there a logical place to which to advance?
Hag he expressed a desire for anot^^er type of
work?
Training needed for future advancement.
SujDBiiary of interview.^
This lora is also filled out Xor all salaried personnel, and
serves as a check on perlorraance and selection procedures
«
although no statistical studies nave been made to valicate
the use of this nwterial.
Sufcacary ; It is apparent that this company is niaking
an effort to eeitablish a lisi;» or i<:,roupin^, of certain traits
considered necessary for men in management and to measure the
extent of each trait in trie individual up for selection. Thit
is done tiirou|<^ the use of the tests mentioned, and tr^rou^
tlrie conference and observation method, with perhaps an idea





that in the luture Uiere will be oven more eir^itiasla on the
JiMaturemtinty tlaoa^ actual observation oX the employee on
the job une everyday routine work*
The expressed £Oal ol rjuina£,ement in the Corporation is
a constant endeavor to impress upon its selecting personnel
the Importance o£ having a set criterion lor measurement, and
in the use oX X actual inlomiation in arriving at a conclusion
as to tne potential worth oX' the exsployee Xrom a supervisory
standpoint*
Conclusions ; As stated in Chapter I, it has been the
purpose oX the sampling oX industrial techniques to endeavor
to discover a trend tliroughout Industry, or to discover indi-
vidual systems that mi£;ht be applicable to U:xe selection
problems oX the Navy. Further, as was previously stated,
the sampling included in this ciiapter aoes not represent all
the organizations surveyed by the writer, but it was Xound
that there was a definite distinction wiUriin Industry
between two types; (1) those organizations trxat appear in
this sampling, ciriaracterized by their size, which permits a
well organized staXf set up Xor tne purpose oX evaluating
and Xacilitatin^ the orderly and systematic selection and
advancement oX personnel, and (2) other, usually smaller
organizations whose personnel policies oXXered no systematic
plan Xor the selection oX personnel to the supervisory
positions. In the latter case, almost all the executives
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talked to by the writer oxpressed knowledge ol the exiotenc©
of tiio probXam. For various reasons however, little was
beiufc^ done to solve it.
On tiie basis oX tae samplint done it aeems reasonable
to draw the foliowin^i conciualons:
X* With industrial or^^aniiiations which rccogniae the
selection p2 oblem and are taking positive steps toward its
solution selection lor promotion procedure seems to center
around lour basic techniques: (a) The use or tests in vary*
ing degrees; (b) the use or rating lorms* with considerable
variance in their scope with reference to length, inoluslve-
ness and objectivity; (c) the use o£ indlvloual Ju<%xiient in
the subjective evaluation ol certain non-del inable traits
considered to be Important; (d) Uie use ol pooled Judgments,
with or without the assistance ol objective types of rating
lorms In the evaluation oi leadersiilp potential.
2« To date little sclentlllc ell or t has been made to
validate the results ol the use ol any ol the aforementioned
systems with respect to the criteria, the actual performance
of the selected men when they become foremen.

CHAPTETi III
THE NAVY SYSTEM FOR PFOMOTIOM TO PEl'TY OFFICER
DeXlnltions : Like inciustrial organizations, the Navy
po8t*war rating structure i£ oesi£i,ned to meet the needs o£
tne individual organization which it serves. Towards the
acooiK^ii&hment o£ this end, there has teen a growth o£ a
terminology or language within the Navy speoillcally delined
to make clear the meaning ol the various orders, directives,
and instructions. Definitions of some ol these terms, as
used herein, lollow:
RATE: A BATE identil ies personnel occupationally by
pay ^rade. Within a rating, a rate reilects levels of
aptitude, training, experionce, knowledge, skill, and
responsibility. Thus, the ratinii of a boatswain's mate
is reducible to the rates ol cnief boatswain's mate;
boatswain's mute lirst class; boatswain's mate second
class, and boatswain's mate taird class. In audition,
pay grades 5» 6, and 7# such as airman, construction
apprentice, ana seaman recruit, are rates.
FATING: A HATING is a name given to an occupation
which requires, basically, related aptitudes, training,
experience, knowledge, anc skills. Ihus, the rating of
yeoman compriseti clerical and verbal aptitudes, filing,
typln^, and stenoj^raphic skills, a knowledge of corre-
spondence, and repox tin^ lormo, and procedures, etc.
For pay purposes, the yeoman racing is composed oi the
foizr pay grades: Chief yeonian; yeoman, iirst class
j
yeoman second class; anc /eor.Mi, Uiird class. Personnel
in pay grades 5» ^$ and 7 are not to be considered as
possessing ratings, since the occupational content is
either too broad in scope or too lirriited in technical
content ano responsibility.
A ammkh rEhVICE RATIiN'O is a peacetime occupation
which encompasses a broad and comprehensive occupational




personnel on motive duty in the re^^Iar Navy* Durin^^ a
period ol national emergency and at a time to be deter-
minedf personnel in a general service rating will be
changed to an appropriate emergency service rating. ••
An EMERGENCY SERVICE EAflNa cover8 an occupational
area narrower than Uiat ol the general service rating
and constitutes a subdivision into which personnel of
the ijeneral service rating will be channelled in time of
national emergency. An emergency service rating pernilts
more specialisation than the (general service rating and
is (iesl^jied to make use ox civilian skills and occupa-
tions with a minimum ol training. Enlistments directly
into tiiese ratings will te made in time ol national
emergency. Following deinobillKation, personnel holding
tiiese ratings who wish to remain on active duty In the
regular Kavy will be required to qualify in the related
general service rating embracing the emergency service
rating they held during the period ol emergency.^
General Kate s tructure ; The present Navy system for
the advancement ol enlisted personnel is based on a structure
which was placed in effect throughout the Naval .Service on
April Z, 1943 as a result of war-time experience. Basically
this structure can be divided into two separate channels of
advancement. That section designed for the so-called regular
Navy« or peacetime organ! zation« and the emergency* or
expansion ratings of war-time where involuntary service is
the rule. The fundamental difference between these two
channels is in the scope of the two structures. The war-
time structure is muca more complex and more specific in the
descriptions ol the rates and skills. This paper however.
tJureau of Naval Personnel , Manual lor Quali f ica 11ons
for Advancement in Hating » Navpers IbObd, GPO» Inashingtony
P. C, p. ill.
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will concern iLsell only with the so-called peacetime struc-
tur©, Uie fc^enoral servic© ratings.
This etructuTd providea lor a normal path o£ advance*
Btant of the enlisted recruit through one ol seven general
apprenticeships. Ttieee are; seaman^ fireman* conatruciion*
man, airman, hospitalman, dentalman, and stewardaman. The
general apprenticeships are designed to point tlie trainee
towards twelve different occupational groups covering the
following areas: Ordnance, Deck, Electronics, Precision
Equiptaent, Adninistrative and Clerical, Miscellaneous, Engi*
neerin^ and Hull, Construction, Aviation, Medical, Dental,
and .steward. These occupational groups lead directly to a
specialised job field, of which triere are sixty-two in
nuaber. The advancement from seaman, fireman or other
apprenticeship into one of the job fields represents th#
first advancement to a rated status, that of third class
petty officer. For convenience, pay grades are often used
in describing, these rates. The third class petty officer has
<^ P^7 grade rating: of B-U, and subsequent advancement is isiade
through pay grade E-5 (second class petty officer), E-6
(first class petty officer), and E-7 (chief petty officer).
All pay i^rade advanceaaents are made in a specific job field,
and shift fr«B one job field to another is not authorised
nor anticipated except in unusual individual circuKistances
where it can be clearly shown tixat a horizontal shift is in
the best interests ol tiiiS service as a whole. Such shifts
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can be made otHj upon authorisation In each case ty the Chief
o£ tha Bureau oX llaval PeraonneX.
fho ExainlnlnE Boards: Tnere are two oxairdnlng boards
used in the administration ol promotion and In the evaluation
of candidates. The rupervlsory Board la a board of three or
more officers officially appointed to administer the written
examinations sent out by the Naval Examining Center* and
these boards may convene ior tiie purpose of admlnlBtering
examinations to all ships In an area* to a group of ships o£
the sasie type* to personnel at established bases and stations*
or to a combination ol any of the above. The board *8 posi*
tion is entirely supervisory « and as such the board is
convened only for the purpose of adicinis taring the examina-
tions, the Examining board consists of three officers with-
in an individual coamiand organization, and several of such
boards say be in existence at one time. The senior membmr
of this type of board is usually the executive officer or
some other officer hl^h in the chain of coenmand* and the two
other officers are usually members of the individual depart-
ment within the command or{^anination of which the individual
candidate for promotion Is a member* This aecounts for the
multiplicity of boards within one command. It is the duty
of this board to examine and certify to the correctness of
all factors other tnan the written examinations. The
members of this board may evaluate leadership potential and
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Intervlow the candidate if they so desire,
Service Ttice Written jjixaminationg ! The advancement
to all petty ofXicer rates in the Navy is based on two ser-
vice wide written escanilnatione^ one competitive and one non-
cwBSpetitiv©, This policy has resulted in th© organizing and
establishin«i of the Naval Sxanining Center, now at Great
Lakes, Illinois. The liret service wide examinations for
advancement to petty officer rates ol iirst, second, and
third claes were given in July 1950» The present syatea of
single, service wide examinations for advancement to each of
the petty olficer rates in speciric Job fields places all
candidates at each level on an equal basis. For eraxaple, a
seaman stationed with the Naval Forces, Europe, who wishes
to qualify ior advancement to petty officer third class in
the spocilic job 1 ieid of racariaan will take an identical
exasd.nation on tne same date as anoUier seaman striking for
the same rate in Pearl Harbor, or Japan,
Preparation of service wide examinations is done by
the Naval Examining Center, and these exaxrilnations are sent
out to the individual commands to administer. The examina-
tions are Uien returned to the Examining Center where thiey
are graded. The content ol tne competitive examination is
based on the qualifications prescribed for each specific
rate as listed in the Bureau o£ Naval Personnel Manual of
Qualilioations lor Advancement in Hating. Specific content
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will be discussed later In tills chapter under consideration
oX* selective criteria.
In addition to tna competitive examination, there is
required a written examination in the Military Bequirements
Xor all enlisted personriol in Uy& Kavy. f^.atisiactory comple-
tion ol this examination is required in every instance of
advancement in rate or rating^ regardless oX the occupational
group or Job Held oX the candidate* General I actors
covered in this type oX examination Include the subjects of
Leadership, General InXormation concerning the Mavy, Mili-
tary LtiquettOi Seamanship, Training,, and Selection, and
others. There is no relative merit standing recorded in
connection with this exa2r<ination. It is simply a matter of
pass or Xall. The two exa^dnations are adiaainistered Jointly
and are both Xonwarded to the Naval Exaiainint, Center ior
£,raQing. The aver&t>e promotion examination consists of
approximately one hundred objective type questions in the
professional phase, and one hundred and twenty oX the same
type ox questions in the exasdnation covering the military
faotort;. In ti^iis second examination between ei^t and ten
of the questions contained therein are desired to relate to
the subject oX leadership.
Other feouireinents xor Advancement ; In addition to
the written examinations there are otiier qualiXioation
factors which are considered ano entered on the record.
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normally tx^oao factors are consiaered and ^ade a matter of
record beXore ttm man's name Is subadttec^ as quaXilied to
take the prolessionaX and isllltary examinations, thesm
i'actors include:
(a) Service require®entej fhe aaiXor is required to
have spent a definite period of tiae in his present pay grade
belore he may be advanced. This period oi tiiae will vary
with each pay grade, the hit^her pay grades requiring a longer
length or service in tlml grade. The tiise in each pay grade
is rouj^hly ii^^ured on the basis of tne minimum length of
time that is considered necessary to enable a simn to become
Xully qualilied in expei^ience in tiiat particular grade, and
further to becora© quaiiXied Xor advanceiaent to the next
grade* This time may, however, be varied depending upon the
needs oX^ tne service, the number of vacancies in tne next
higher pay t^raae, and the state oi mobilisation arid finance
oX the service as a whole. Generally the length of service
in peace ti^ne is much longer Uian is required in wartime, but
this should not be interpreted as necessarily lowering the
Etancards, as t^ie experience rate in warticie is much liigher
tiian in peacetime. In addition, in titie hi^j^ier pay £,rao.6S
ttiere may frequently be specific minimum requirements with
reapect to the amount of >sea duty,* or time attached to a
coaimlssioned ship or other activity which has been officially
desijL^ated as sea duty.
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(b) PerXorm&noe roarks: All onlisted personnel are
assigned perX'ormanco marks quarterly* Taese marks are« with-
in limits, intended Lo reflect the performance ol duty of the
Man concerned. The a8si^.;jim6nt of marks is tiie responsibility
of trie division officer aided by his head of departnient.
These marks are usually assigned after consultation with the
man* a responsible superior petty oificers, warrant officers
and others who iiave had a chance to observe him in action.
All marks are subject to the approval of the executive offi-
cer, and in addition the executive officer assigns a
conduct siark. Marks are assigned on the following items.
^ 1. Proficiency in rate: The sursjaation ci the vari-
ous elen^ents tiriat ^,o to make up the service character
of an enlisted person. The mark for proficiency in rate
is not the average oi tiie other marks for the same or
lor previous periouB but depends upon them insofar as
the particular rat© requires reliability. In determin-
ing marks, therefore, il suali be borne in mind that the
mark for proficiency in rate is intended to be suillcient
in itselX to denote a person* s abixity, habits and
character; in short, the inodvidual's value to the
service in the particular rate.^
2. Seai&anship.
3* Mechanical ability.
k» Leadership: This mark is required for all perscm-
nel except those in pay itr&<^<* 3 (seaman) and below. This
isax'k may be entered in the case ol men in pay t^ade 3 or be-
low when considered appropriate.
^ 5» Conouct: Xnis mark is required for all personnel
in the enlisted ratings and pay grades. The Navy marking
2Bureau of Naval Personnel, Bureau of Naval Personnel
Manual, Wasnin^ton, P. C. OPO, p. Idl.
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system is based on a decimal system, with [{..O denoting per«
feet performance. A mark ol 2*5 is considered as a minimum
satisfactory mark. In tlie case ol conduct marks « no mark
other than k»0 can be ^iven a man without a substantiating
record or an offense noted in Uie service record of the man
concerned. Offenses calline> for a reduction in the conduct
mark also call, by Bureau ol Naval Personnel uirective, for
3
a reduction in proficiency In rate mark. Of these five
marks however, only those in proficiency in rate and conduct
appear on the iteport of Kxaminatlon for Advancement or
Change in Rate or Hating, and those marks are lor use only
in determining, minimum required marks and averages, and play
no part in the computation of the multiple which determines
the man's standing on the advancement lists.
(c) Training courses: Navy training courses are
publieried by the Bureau of llaval Personnel Iralning Activity,
and are oi three ^i^eneral types. Eating courses containing
subject matter based on knowledge and skills required for
advancement in speclllc ratings; subject area courses con»
tainlng matter based on the knowledge and skills which are
used In more than one rating such as 'Use of Blueprints*
(Kavpers 10621); and a General iraining Couz so for Petty
3
Bureau of Haval Personnel, op. cit ., p. 161}..
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OfficerB, Part 1, a trainlnt, course devoted to Uio principles
of leadersJalp* supervision and training. Ali these courses
are in the iorm oX self study manuals and Include textual
Inforaation, illustrations and aiag^ramay and objective type
examinations on each phase or the course wnlch are taken by
the student as a self-help device* Overall supervision of
the study of these courses is the responsibility of the
division olficer and the trainin^^ olfioer in the cosmiand*
|>or advancement, the man jsust have completed the requisite
course in the ratini^, and at the level to which he desires to
advance* The study and completion of the General 1 raining
Course for Petty Officers ie a requirement for advancement to
all third class ratings. Where no training course currently
exists, a result of changing tiffles, needs and equipment, for
a particular rate, there is no requirement in lieu of a Navy
training course. In these cases, the Bureau of Haval
Personnel considers it hife,hly desirable for the candidate
for promotion to have completed a course in that field
through the Armed Forces Institute or soiiie other agency
offerini^ inforetation of the subject matter, this material
may frequently be obtained from a manufacturer or by attend-
ance at a manufacturer's school*
(d) Practical factorst Practical factors are defined
as **.. .those qualifications which are best determined by
observation of the candidate in situations that require a
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demons trib.tlou of his knowledge, skill, and ability under
Actual or simulated working, conditions."^ k& witli other
qualirioation requirersents, tlie practical factors are divided
into two 6ubocatet,ories, prolesssional requirements, and mill*
taiy requirements. This method of examination tlirough
either formal or infornial observation by the division officer
and other seniors Is designed to insure each ta&n opportuni-
ties to demonstrate practical ability in his occupational
group or Job field. These practical factors are not competi-
tive and there is no mark assit^ned, and a man's relative
8tandin«>^ in such performance does not have any bearing on
his final position on tne advancement eli^^ibllity lists.
There Is a distinction between military characteris-
tics and professional characteristics in re^^ard to practical
factors, in that the eillltary requirements must be completed
for all rates. Quaillloatlon in such practical factors in-
cludes demonstration of performance in leadersnip, division
duties, training. Infantry drill sentry duty, calls ond
sisals, small arms, and other items. Professional practical
factors are concerned with the tools, weapons, skills and
equipment of the rating involved. The certification of
qualillcatlon and satisfactory completion of practical
k
Bureau of Naval Personnel, ?4anual for Qualifica-





factors l8 covered in a general over-all qualiric&tion stato-
caent on the Report oi Kxamlnatlon lor Advancement Xorms
signed by the man's coniraanding oXficer.
(e) necommendatlon by the coauaandinfo oi fleer: In
addition to all the other requirements noted previously,
each candidate must be reoonimended lor advancaraent by his
coOTiiandinti olXlcer, and with Uils authority oi recoBKnenda-
tlon comes tao power to withhold an advanceinent at any time
up to the time that auch advancement is efleoted by the
conimandln^ olfioer, alter auti:i02'i2.atlon by the Naval Examin-
ing C'Rinter or the Bureau oI Naval Personnel. This require-
ment of reconvriendation by the co^amandin^ oiTicer is designed
to i,iVB the oXXlcers directly concerned with the 2»an*a per-
formance the llnal decision as to n^ether the man is capable
of perforralnfc, the professional ana military requirements of
the ratij% which iio seeks •
Advancement Procedure : f^ethoos of effecting an advance-
ment may vary from time to time depending upon the conditions
prevailing. However, the basic advancement system is as
follows:
(a) '^Commandin^ oXfleers are authorized to advance
enlisted personnel in rating without regard to vacancies in
allowance in the case of all personnel who fulfill the




apprentice) and E-3 (saesan)."
(b) "Corjpnandlni. olTlcarp aro aataorlaed to make ad-
vanceinents In rating In certain individual cases in accord-
ance witl^i Bureau ol Naval parsonnol letters to ooraaandlnii
offleers concerning individual casea.
(c) "Comiaandini- officarn are authorised to advance
enlisted porsonnel in rating Iron pay grade E-3 *^o T.-hf from
pay grade E-l| to E-5» froia pay £;rade S-5 to S-6, and from
pay grade B-6 to K-7» 6« re.iult of service wide competitive
examinations, on specific authority of the Chief of Naval
Poreonnol in case of advancemonts to pay ^rad« E-7# and on
upeclflc authority of Officer in Charge, !?aval Exart»ining
7Center... .in all other caseF.,.."
Thus succafisful coznpletion of tiio qualifications out-
lined previously does not in Itself constitute authority to
advance the individual candidate to a rato or rating. The
Officer in Charge, Naval Eacanining Center maintains the eli-
gibility lists, and advancen.ont8 are made from thia list, in
order of lineal position, as service-wide vacancies in that
specific rate or rating become available.
The relative positions on tho elit^lbllity lists are
established by multiples which are arrive at by assl£,ning
5Bureau of Naval Porsonnel Circular Letter 12-50 of
27, January 1950.
Bureau of Naval Personnel, Bureau of Kaval Person-
nel Manual , Wasiiinfc^ton, D. C. GPO, p. lU^7~para. C-7203.




vsl^hts to Xour factors as XoXiowss
FACTORS AS OF (DATE) MAXIMUM
Examination Itark
Proieaslonal Tubj. 3 Decimals x 20.00 80.00
Total Naval Tervico Yeara
2 Decimals x 1.00 20.00
Fervlce present Years




The lineal position of any individual on the eligi-
bility list indicates his relative position and prospect lor
advancement. Examinations lor advancen^enx; to pay grades E-4»
£-5* i^nd £-6 are 4^1ven semi-annually, and at such tiaes new
lists are made up. For a candidate to remain on a list he
must qualify s^nd take the new examination. He is then
asaisned a new lineal position as a result of the new quail-
11 cation. In the case of promotion to pay ^rade E*7* exami-
nations are <t^v®i^ annually, following the seuae procedure as
ior the other pay grades.
f elective Criteria Used in the Advancement of Person-
nel to Petty Officer Third Glass ; To this point this chapter
has dealt with the general system used by the Havy in making
a
Bureau of Naval Personnel, Iteport of Examination for
Advancement or Ch«iRe in Rate or Hating , v;ashin^ton , L . C •
,
OPO, Kavpers form S2I4., Hevleed I-50.
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advancements in rate and rating throughout the service as a
whole, Fince it is the acknowledged purpose ol this work to
study the advancement procedures to the lirst supervisory
level, the loliowin^ will be locused on the petty oificer
third class, and a typical Job lield will be selected in
order to trace apeciiic applications ol the advancement sye«>
tea at this level* For the purpose oX illustration, take
the rating o£ gunner *s mate tuird class, the scope of whose
duties need not concern the reader, tut Is generally con-
cerned with the operation, maintenance and repair ol szaall
Ams, guns, turrets and their associated equipment.
As all tnird class petty oXXicer ratings fall within
pay grade E-'kt ^^^ ^^^^ occupational ^roup basic to advance-
ment in the ordnance Job Xlelo is composed of seamen, the
typical petty oXficer candidate discussed herein will be
reXerred to as the seaman. The Xollowin^ X actors apply:
(a) Time in rate as seaiaan: Six months
(b) Sea duty: None
(c) perlormance marks: (1) ProXiciency in rate - no
mark less than 2*5 i'or preceding six months and not less
than ^mS ^or the quarter preceding the advancement date.
(2) Conduct - no mark lees than 3*0 ior the preceding six
months taid an average oX not less than 3.5 X'or six months
preceding, advancement.
(d) fervice schools: None required
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(e) Jr'llitsry practical factors: "Leadership: The
ability to direct groups In simple oallethenics. •• .iMvlBion
duties; Make routine musterst prepare watch lists, and
handle section or division for inspection.. •Training: In-
struct personnel, using on-the-job training methods. ••
Infantry Prills: Take charge oi a squad in infantry drill. .."^
(f) Professional factors: Ihese factors include the
use oi tools, measurlnj^ instruments, knowled^i^e of guns and
other skill requirements related to the general field as
previously noted in the scope of the rate itself.
The factors required under items (e) and (f) above
are considerable in number and only those which have a bear-
ing on the determination of leadership qualities have been
listed herein, as further definition would serve no practi-
cal purpose insofar as this discussion is concerned.
The seaman candidate for advancement to the rating of
l^unner*8 mate third class must in addition satisfactorily
pass the written examinations on the military arn^ profession-
al aspect of tlie job Held. Military aspects pertinent to
this study are as follows:
Articles for the Government of the Navy; with particu-
lar attention to the regulations concerning unaut^iorised
9
Bureau of Naval Personnel, Manual for Qualifications
for Advanceoient in Rete or Hating , Vi' ashington, L. C, GPO,
p. I -1.

absence arid o^M^r comaon oXTons^tHy and th» klnd» an<ik decrees
of punisl^ment.
Unilorm regulations and car© oX clothing.
r tat ion rules and x'eguletions.
Organisation In c«fn comiaand lor imndlln^ personal
probiears •
H^aponsibility to oiricers and rated sien in advising
una assisting juniors concerning personal problems.
Educational services*
Personal hygiene.
Advancements, decorations and awards.
Military etiquette including re^^ulations concerning
salutes to the National £nsi^n» boat etiquette, siide honors,
etiquette in leaving and returning to a ship.
'Xraininc: and selection includini^ the nature, proper
use and the advantae>es and disadvantages ol otethods of
instruction.
5^pecial details including the duties of a section
leader, police petty officer, ^,^^^^^7 watch, ii)aster>at<-ariB8,
guardmail petty oX fleer, shore patrolzsan and beach^uard.
Pinally, as noised previously, our 8ear>sn must be
reconuaended lor advancement by his coajmandlng officer, and
his conduct and performance oX duty laust be such that the




Reference to tiie multiple computation section of the
Report of Examination for Advancement or Caange in Bate or
Rating as outlined previously In tiiia chapter inciicatos that
weight is e^iven In varying degrees to four factors, the
results of the professional exaniinatlon, total naval service,
service in present pay grade, and awards. None of tliese
factors have coiy appreciable loading in favor of the deter-
mination of leadership potential. In fact, it might prove
true that the factors of total naval service and service in
present pay grade have a negative loading, as greater weight
is given to longer ?ervice^ which in itself might indicate
lack oX leadership ability^ So here, as In the first factor,
there 1? no place for leaaership evaluation*
The third of the subjects under scrutiny, that of
sutajeetivo sieasuresaent of leadership potential as repre-
sented by the recoB-mendatlon of th© division officer and
other officers, offers a better possibility for leadership
evaluation and it is from within this iield that, under the
present system, such an evaluation zmist come* The promotion
policy oi the Navy lays heavy stress on the duties of the
division ofiicer and other officers and petty officers in
the reeoBSfnendation for promotion, based on the asauraption
that these persormel are in a position to evaluate actual
performance and future potential. However, two other
factors operate against an objective evaluation at this
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level ol Xe&dership potential as criterion or selection*
They are; (a) the empriasia placed on the Idea that the
division officer, and others at his level, are responsible
for Ui9 health, welfare and happiness of ineir men, thereby
promoting, & tendency on the part of such officers to make
the promotion of the man more iaiportant than an objective
evaluation of his qualities in the light of the t>ood of the
service as a whole; and (b) the relative youth and inexperi-
ence of the division ol fleer in both the field of profession-
al skill and in personnel matters* This tends to make tlie
division officer rely heavily on the man who can do hi a Job
professionally, and nis recoinnendations lor promotion are
frequently based on this performance without due regard to
the personnel problems that may be encountered when un-
suitable leaaers are recomraended lor promotion. To expect
the head of department, executive or coxnnanoilng ol'ficer to
voluntarily play a major part in leadership evaluation under
the system now in use seems iapractical because of the stress
of other duties, real or imagined, and because of the ^.,ap
that separates these ol fleers, especially In a large ship or
unit, from the men Uiecisolven. It should be furtiior noted
that at tlie present time there Is no objective lorm, evalua-
tion oneet or other instruction provided tho dlvieion officer
to assist him in raakini, an evaluation of his men. Thus it
appe«urB that while the organisation relies heavily on the
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recommonoation ol tne junior officer in this matter he ixsLB
been provided with almost no tools with which to work« and
at the opera tin^f, level, there has been little serious work




In review oi Urn Inlorroatlon ^.leaned from this survey
mm a whole, and ol the lacts presented herein, it appears
that there are certain baelc diflerences between the Navy
and Industry with relation to operation requirements and
physioal structure. Some oX these diXTeronces inherent in
the Naval organization, and mentioned in Chapter I were
recognized at the outset. They were; pextaanent tenure, xoni-
versal rate structure, rotation and transfer policy, career
service, and conunand individuality. In addition, other
diXTerences now seem apparent. Ihey are; size of the Naval
organisation as compared with Individual industrial or^aniza*
tions, greater personnel stability within inaustry, added
experience of the supervisors in industry, ana geo4f,raphical
considerations with respect to the X'ar flung location ol
Haval personnel. It seems evident that the dilXerences are
suXXici^it to impose severe restrictions on the application
oX principles or procedures to the Navy Uiat mi^ht be
successfully used in Industry. While the sampling of indus->
trial organizations has not been extensive, or over a wide
area of the country, it appears that in the light of the




are comined to four ^^eneral practices In the saXection of
supervisory personnel. These are tiie use of (1) tests,
<2) written lorms, (3) indiviouai Juotffient, and ik) pooled
judgments.
On Teata ; There is a wide variety ol opinion on the
effectivenese ol the use ol tests as a predictive device in
the meaaurernent oi potential in the inous trial or naval
aituation. It aecma lairly well establlaned that in aome
fields, especially with skills and aptitudes, a reasonably
accurate prediction can be made aa to tJrie possibility of
aucoe&s for the persons taking the test. However, in the
prediction of success as a leader, the test which offers
the hi£.he8t correlation between the teat and leadership
ability is tirxe intelligence test, and the average correla*
tion coefficient found aa a result ol thirty- two studies re-
lating intelligence tests to leadership was only »2:Q» On
the basis ol this study it appears that in the prediction
of success as a leader, there is to date no teat which can
provide any validity of aignificance. Sto^dill further
atates "The qualities, characteriatice, and skills required
in a leader are deter»iined to a large extent by the demands
1
Balph M. Stogdill, **Per8onal Factora Aasooiated with
Leadersnip: A f urvey ol the Literatiire," The Journal of
Paycholo,.y




ol the si caption in which he Is to runction as a loader*"
Thust one who mi^t b« prodioted &e a leador in some sltiia-
tions would lail in others* Other tests, such as personality
tests and measureB oX interests may have their place in the
industrial situation, but one hesitates to accept the re-
sults observed to date without lurther validity studies in
each Individual situation* As in Industry, the Kavy haa»
and ^ivesy an intelli«<,ence test to all recruits^ ^e results
ot this test are made a part of the man's permanent record*
These tests, used as a predictive device, lor what they are
worth, mie>ht have aome merit, and this possibility will be
discussed later*
Ratin^h Forras! Althou^^h the Kavy uses the litness re-
port lor its commissioned ollicers, there are no rating
lorms currently in use lor the enlisted personnel. One such
lorm was used temporarily lor chief and lirst class petty
ollicers, but not lor the purpose ol evaluation lor immediate
prOTiotion, and has since been uiBcontinued* the use ol such
a lorm within Industry seMss to be lairly ^^eneral, and it is
considered that a lorm to assist in the objective evaluaticm
ol potential could be used to advantage by the Navy*
Individual Judgment in Kvaluation t In all cases the





eflective through the use ol a ratlru^ lorm. In this respect,
the industrial situation has an advantage over the Navy in
that the persons making, the Inalvldual judgmonts in Industry
are older and more experienced In their professional Held
than is the average division olficer in the Naval situation.
It can be salely estimated that the avera^^e age oX the
division oil leer is around 25* ^^nd his work experience in the
Havy around three or lour years. ThuSf generally speaking,
the industrial situation provides a background of more mature
evaluation ol the man under consideration.
Pooled Jud^jnonts ; studies itiave shown that pooled
Judgments, viz., a composite jud^^^ont provides a greater
validity tjian any other system of rating, where the rating la
3done subjectively by individuals or ^.roups. In the case of
the Navy, tae illxaralning Board ml^^ht be required, or expected,
to do thin evaluation. In actual practice this Is not done
azui mi^Jht prove dilllcult oi accomplishment because of
(1) the lack of central direction and control over hundreds
of widely scattered exanilnin^^ boards; (2) a wide ran{se of
interpretation oi what is a satisfactory perlonnance and
what is satisfactory indication of leadership ability;
(3) the fact that the boards are usually composed with the
3
H. E. Burtt, Principles ol Emplo3rment Psychology




candidate »e division oiric«r or head of departaieiit on the
board, tims rnaklnt, lor & tendency lor the oth©r menjb^r© of
the board to leave Uie wholo matter up to hlfi Judi^inent (he
recoiomended the man In Urn first place) thereby obviating
the function of the board as a screening and evaluating
group. V/ith certain variations, to be discussed later, this
system of pooled Jud^^^senlA seems to offer prospect of a step
in the right direction or of a partial solution to the
problem*
In discussing tho matter of reviewing boards for the
purpose oX providint^ pooled judgments, with some of ^e
executive personnel in Industry, tliree possible :>olution8
were su^ested i^o the writer. They were: 1. Establish a
board ol experts in the field of interviewing:; and screening
as a special review board and have them interview all candi-
dates. This is considered to be operationally impossible
because ol the number oi candidates ana the far flung opera-
tions. 2. The establisiiment of travelling review boards
was suggested. The author feels that this too is not
practical because of txie factors stated above ana because of
tne financial aspect and time element involved. 3* The
establishment ol boards on tne basis of the operational type
cOB»and, that is, each destroyer ol vision, etc., nave a
board to review all qualliied personnel belore advancecsant.
The objection to this suggestion seems to be that as in the
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case oX the Examining Board, the moaibers would in all proba-
bility « del or to the ollicer Iroia the ship to which the
candidate was attached, and tliere would be, in elfeet, no
real Juogment passed.
pecoaienQations ! As a result oX this study, and in
light ol Uie practical situation as it exists in the Navy,
the author Bemu two possible courses ol action that might be
practical towards the io^^roveffient ol txie selection and pro-
motion procedures as applied to the petty ofricer ranks.
These su^^ested courses oX action are;
1. h.stablish a critical score at the lower level of
the Havy General Classillcation Test (Intelligence test)
similar to the cutting scores currently used on this same
test in the screening ol service school candidates. The
establishaent ol such a critical score would serve tc raise
the general lntollii/©nce level ol the third class petty
officer and statistically would improve the predictive
ability as far as succesr^ in ttie new Job was concerned.
The establishment of such a lower critical score has a very
serious drawback in that the knowledge that one's score was
below the critical point would destroy incentive on the part
of the individual in that cato^^ory. Therefore, it would be
necessary to allow persons fallin^^ below tbxe critical score
to be re-tested at such tisM as they were in other respects
qualified for promotion. Further, it la suggested that if
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such 6 program ware adopted, each cojnandlrii/ olXlcer be i^lven
authority to waive the critical score In any case where he
so desired. Notice ol such waiver should be made a penaanent
part ol the enlisted man's service record, with the signa-
ture oi the oJLllcer granting the waiver attached* This
waiver seems necessary in view ol the low correlation between
Intelligence test scores and leadership and would allow Tor
the promotion oX those otherwise obviously qualllled
personnel whose other traits compensate for a low score In
the lntelll^;enoe test. The knowledge tiiat such a waiver was
possible would ^o a lon^^ way toward removing the stl^a ol a
low Intelligence score, making the situation seem less
hopeless In the individual case. The requirement ol the
signed waiver would ssrve as bar to the indiscriminate pro-
motion ol those obviously imqaalilied Ircmi the leadership
viewpoint.
2. It Is suggested that the Navy Institute the use
ol an evaluation lorm similar to that temporarily used In
the evaluation ol chlel ano lirst class petty olllcers. This
lorm should be completed annually lor all petty olfleers.
In the case oX prospective third class petty olllcers, such
oandidates should be required to appear beXore a board o£
olllcers. This board should be composed oX the commanding
olllcer, the executive oil leer, the iiead ol his department,
and his division olllcer, where tiie organisation provlaes
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lor tills oil leer In addition to the head of cepartment*
Consideration siiouXd be e^ven to the possibility of In*
oludlnt:, the candidate's cnlef petty officer on ti:i6 board*
It should be the duty of this board to Interview the oandl*
date* Members of the board should Individually m&k& out the
proposed evaluation form on the basis ol their own jud^paent*
After the forms have been made out and tlie man dlsmlesed*
they could be compared and an average struck for each trait*
This would provide lor a pooled Judgment on the meui* The
forms could very well provide lor a lower critical score or
profile line, below wnlch the candidate should not score*
Here a^ain the waiver of any one or more of these require-
ments should be tiie prerogative ol tne commanding officer*
The averaged evaluation as approved by the commanding
officer should beccKne a permanent part ol the man's service
record*
Vhlle it is admitted that In some oases this is going
to place a burden on the oommandin^;^ officer and on the
executive oil leer, within Uils officer's experience^ the
burden la not considered to outwei^ the value of the pro-
posed plan. Such a system i;as the advanta(<^e of adding years
of experience to the evaluation in that more senior and
better qualliied of1 leers are on the board; provides for a
broad understanding of ihe service picture as a whole
instead of tae individual case; and would add tremendously
to the prestige value ol the promotion to and acquisition of
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the ratine* Piniiliy requiring, tho coamiandln^ officer to
authentic&td the composite evaluation sheet and making it a
part ol the ican's service record i^-ouXc go a lon^ way toward
insuring that the i unction ol the boarc ^id not becoane
routine. This is true because of an aspect o^ the Havy which
has not been previously discussed, the * service reputation*
of senior oificers* By * service reputation* is meant that
as officers becoae more senior, usually commander and above,
they acquire a reputation throu^out the service based on
previous performance in many oorrmiands, and general reputation*
It is often on the basis of this * service reputation* that
officers are selected Xor other duty assi^gnments and Xor
pronation. Thus requiring the cormoanding officer to certify
the candidate's evaluation form and making it a pco^t of his
permanent record allows any other cocunantiin^ officer in the
future, when investigating such a man in connection with dis-
ciplinary action or in li^ht oX other situations wiriere there
was a question ol the enlisted man's qualifications, to see
just who had considered him qualified in the f irrt placo and
had allowed him to be ratea. The writer considers that this
system of certification would provide a powerful brake on
the tendency to rate a jiian without regard to his leadersiiip
ability Just to help him get ahead, and it would require all
coQsnanding oXIioers to display a real interest i^nd take an
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